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VOL. XVIII. NO.228.

LIGHT VOTE OUT
AT THE PRIMARY
Neither Candidah. For City
.ludge Pleased.

PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. SEPTEMBER 20. 1906.

It is the daily average circulation of a rwspagwr that the
shrewd advrettser Inveteigates"High Water" days don't count.
The Sun's daily average' last
month was 8040.

DIFFICULT TASK
REHKOPF SADDLERY
IS CUBAN DISPUTE COMPANY ASSIGNS
Secretary Tart After One Day Voluntary Action For Benefit
Hopes For Best.
of CreditOrs.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

WEATHER — Partly cloudy
tonight and Friday. The highest temperature readied yesterday was 91 and the lowest today was TO.

Through
Door and Almost Burned.

Engineer

••••••••••••••••-••.-

little Attention is Paid to Candidates
lotitF.WELL AND NVICIAX/ME,
Little Improsement Noted in ()Linde H. J. Barbee I. `Seined as .Seeernee
for Ward Office* is Any Pretimes on the Island—Uncle
In Petition Filed This Nlorti-Dinner at Manila to Retiring and
cinct.
Kam Ready.
Ing—Hoavy
Incoming Goventore,
Manila, Sept. 20.—A dinner that
USED Was at once
a farewell to Gov.-Gen AMMUNITION
HURRY
ORDER
Idle and a welcome to his successor,
Gen. Smith, was given tonight by a
it is the estimate by those inti- number of citizens of the PhilipHavana, Sept. 20 --That the setmately connected with the work of pines. Speeches eulogistic of the Lle
tlement of the Cuban trouble will
the politicians that the total vote in administration were made by several
be a more serious thing than .first
the city today will not reach 500. Filipinos, and
representatives of
American, British And Filipino in- anticipated, Is now acknowledged by
There is little interest taken.
the American commissioners and by
"I never in all my life saw such a terests greeted Gen. Smith.
all in a position to know. Secrelifeless election," Chief
of Police
tary Taft, after the first day's conHEARST GETS ERIE.
James Collins, an old campaigner
ference with representatives of both
declared at noon. "The voters Just
factions. He hopes, however, evenwill not get out. I think from indi- Full I),I"gat lois, !misdeal/ Buffalo,
tually to find a way to settle diAlcul•
ilietructed for Rini.
cations that few know an election Is
ties.
really in progress."
New York, Sept. 2o.--There was
Chief Collins' opinion is voiced by
Order for Angsbunhion.
Others of just as much experience. no opposition to William R Hearst
Philadelphia, Sept. 20 - Rush
The election doubtless will prove a in the Democratic primaries in Erie
orders were received at the Frank"fizzle" as far as a strong vote is county yesterday, and the full counfort arsenal here for 1,000 threety
delegation.
Including Buffalo, will
concerned.
inch shells, six hundred twelve and
The Democratic primary Is on and be instructed for him.
a half pounders.
thlier hundred
a/though the law says plainly that no
"saddle back" boys.' for COU:ell to be
"vehicles" ehall be used in the transused in transporting shells for mounportation of any voter to the polls.
tain guns. The ammunition Is beautomobiles, wagons, buggies and in
lieved to be Intended for use in
fact every class of vehicle is being
Cuba
used. There is littie taterest taken
VIVTIMS
NOW
MAID
To NUMBER
In the primary, however. Early this
ENGIJSH WRECK
FULLY FIVE THOUSAND.
morning fr lends of tile candidates

•

SHONTli TO 81:M11N
t'anal ristionts.don And President
of (Amer Leaf noted.

Kicked

istret Imitative In Wiltich ('raft Was
Sagest Under l'irvutuntorner—
tlrigiu I tiled.

Washington. D. C., Sept. 20.-4l)onBANKS AND EAST ARE SECURF.D firmat.on witashad
today that Theo- BEDDING THROWN IN RIVER.
dore P. Shorts is not to resign as
chairman of the isthmian canal comThe Mire of E. itehkopf Saddlery mission, by the announcement that he
Fire originating In the chambercompany filed papers of assignment had leased the Dryden -Hours on New maid's
room on the boiler deck of
Hampshire avenue
which was last
this morning, and
while the anthe weenier Henry Harley. last night
occupied
year
Representat
by
and
ive
nouncement was not a surprise in
at 7:45 o'clock, was stippraesed with
Mrs. Van N'echton Glisest, of New
financial circles, it
will be to the
the aid of the fire department before
general public, as the firm has been York.
any'extensive damage had been done.
credited with doing a big, successfu!
The origin of the fire is a complete
FOUR CONVICTED,
business. Its sneprusion will be felt
mystery to tapr T. H. Armstroeg.
in the labor work!' and retail circles
It Is known that no one had been in
to some extent, Its the company em- Italians Killed Contpanion and mud the chamhermal
d's room for the last
Hang.
ployed about 75 hands, with a good
20 days', and the locked doors to that
week:y payroll.
room had to be burst open to fight
Lancaster Pa , Sept 20.— Four
The E. Rehkopf Saddlery compathe lire. On the upper berth of the
Italians
were
convicted
last
evening
ny Is an incorporated concern, and
room, quilts and linen, which have
succeeded a few years ago the firm of murder in the firer dregree, for been disearded since
the boa
has
of E Rehkopf & Sons, one of the killing a countryman for his money. been out of Its regular
trade, Ita.i
The
murder
was
committed
only teo been
pioneer firms of the city. The first
packed and it is supposed that
company was established by Mr. E. weeks ago.
here thr fire started either by sponRehkopf and manufactured harness,
taneous combustion or by rats knowcollars and saddles. In later years
Ing.on matches which may have been
his sons were taken into the bass
in the room.
nese, but In the incorporated firm
There are only seven men on the
Mr. Rehkopf was the principal Ownbeet all told. The only fights or Are
er, with a few outside associates.
on the boat bast night were three
ARRESTED FOR ABUSING AND
The firm had always done a- big
lanterns.. OIlf in front, one on the
CUMIN(' HIS WIFE.
business, and its trade extended a..
stern and one in the cabin. There
began work
The railroad shoes,
over
the
south
and
Causes
southwest.
has been no fire in the furnaces. Ed*
Loss
Many
of
.ad
levee Near
tiotwithstanding the fact that it Is
was rated generally as successful.
Lannen„ the watch man. discovered
Grantham,
but two days after the monthly pay
Second Vibe sf Big Storm to Hong
In the deed of assignment, R. J.. Evangel'. al Bridegroom of Seventy- the lire, and Peter Fisk the engineer,
car advene, were working • full
Kong Causes Damage— OonLondon, Sept. 20.—A crowded Barber is named as assignee. The
was the. first to reach it.. In kicking
One and Nritte of Misty-Five
force
There was some little talk
eulate Safe.
Scotch express train on the Great dotament is brief and
gives no
the door clown, his in went through
Quarrel.
about the election but no on. seemed
Northern railway. leaving London schedule of the assets and liabilities,
into the mass of flames antirte had
to want to kers any time in voting.
Wednesday night, was wrecked out simply stating that the firm is no
trouble extricating it
The quilts
The ponce Sedge race seems to be the
and linen
were destroyed, being
Hong Kong, Sept. 20.—Hong Kong aide of Grantham at midnight. The longer able to pay Its debts. The asrare which is attracting all the atAfter
two days of married bliss
signee is empowered to sell all the
thrown into the river
The woodtention, and the aldermen, council- was visited by another hurricane, train should have stopped at Granproperty of the firm, and make a probably the oldest couple to join work of the room was burned and the
men had school trustees have been which waged from
midnight with tham hut failed to do no. Shortly
hands
matrimony
ID
age
their
at
intense heat blistered all the paint
after daylight. Considerable damage after passing the station the train full settlement, If possible.
forced into the hack ground.
None of the local hanks are to have come to grief and will air their off the boiler deck. No other inBesides the saloons, the courts bed was done, but nothing to compare left the rails and jumped a bridge
any degree hit by the failure, as troubles la police court tomorrow stance can be thought of In which
The engine and several. coa
out the "nothing doing" sign. Is with Tuesday's storm. The greatest
The Interesting fact does not lie eniliac
embankmen
notes of thessarge.
over
dashed
t,
the
euclit a fire was extinguished before
pollee court there was little business inconvenieriee was caused thousands
crany—ns
me age's of the prInelea the boat had been burned. So
amply
tine turning turtle
secured
Several coaches
by good endorsefar
to transact even had the court been left homeless by the typhoon.
Immediately took fire and at last ac- ments. Mr George C. Thompson. but in the fact that the man is a as known there was no insurance on
held.
Three arrests yesterday for
minister and his wife brings sensa- the boat
The Henry Harley only
Hoeg Kong, Sept. 20.—Every counts were still blazing. There are president of the American German
breach of peace were made end these
tional charges against him
recently was repaired and the damwith a disorderly conduct case or two hour of investigation the extent of many passengers beneath the debris. National bank, with which the firm
Alexander
Pickerell is the name of age done will require fresh
did Its banking issued a statement
repairing.
and a robbery warrant constitute the the disaster wrought by the typhoon Of the ten extricated five have died
the defendant. He is 71 years old
to the press today
The damage will amount probably to
that his bank
which struck the city Tuesday, shows
business for tomorrow
and has been four times married $50.
th, storm's ravages much more ex- BILL IMPOSES FINE FOR LYING. wou:d not lose a dollar by the as7
Wouldn't Vote.
Anate Plcterell, to whom
signment.
The tire department responded to
"Uncle" Tom Allen did not vote tensive than at first supposed. Now
he was Married two days ago. is 65 the alarm
Friends
and helped save the boat
of
Introduced
Mr.
Municipal
E.
()pencil
in
at
Rehkopf
say.
known
Is
it
instead
being
that
contoday and because he did not is due
of
has been married
while the failure will affect him to a years Old and
Noe. I and 4 fire companies reKirkwood, ello.—Mottve Mystery.
the harbor and island
directly to the inquisitiveness of the fined mere
her husband upended
degree, he has a good deal of prop- twice. She charges
The hoar was not used It
of Hon
the typhoon swept the
challengers at the polls.
with canting and abusing her. She beefier impossibe. to
erty
interests
stretch 3
outside
itotil;,
St.
Sept.
of
2-0.—it
bill
the
ina
firm
not
onsiderable distance and
"They tried to make nip swear all roast f
further declared to the police cap- but the fire teddies showed
themover the docket," the veteran stated. wrought untied havoc. Great fears tordueed In the municipal assembly Involved in anyway.
suggested selves to be a well drilled bucket
The bulklings are all owned by the tain that her husband
"I told them that I had been in Pa- are entertained today for a large at Kirkwood last night is passed, lythat
she
submit to immoral conduct brigade
ducah 70 years and 2 days and was fleet of fishing yowls known to be ing will become. misdemeanor. pile- head of the firm. Mr. E. iRehkopf. and
only the businese, the stock. debts, for his financial betterment.
Running from
the mate room
a householder with children. This outside the harbor when the typhoon Sizable by a fine of not less than $5
Pickerell has been preaching ch. where the tire -was raging,
contracts
and
the
Otto Hamnor
machinery,
more
$100.
than
are
was
The
asbill
struck.
If this If the Cafe hundreds
was as much as I would swear to
the
streets and his wife is a !emcee ilton, driver of No 1 chendeal, threw
drawn up by City Attorney Albert B. signed. The property of the company
and when they tried to make me go of additional lives are lost.
Because she could assist him in his an armful of burning bedclothes
inChandler, a former St. Louis news- comprises the harness and saddle
back 10 or 20 years I quit the game.
evangelistic work with her voice, he to the river
Second
shops
Ile struck the railing
on
street
reporter.
between
paper
The
apobject
Broad
not
is
Report of Coneulate.
I told them that I did not care
married her. This is the reason he hard and it gave way.
Hamilton
Washington. Sept. 20. —United parent, and Chandler refuses to ex- way and -Kentucky avenue and the
if I voted or not. I left the polls
the deputy county clerk when etsat the burning bed clothes to the
gave
mach-leery
le
the
tannery
plain.
denies
He
that
in
-anyham
it
MeStates
Consul General
Wilder, of
and did not east my vote."
the license was procured.
tester
He went under and came up
The election is proceeding slowly Hong leoig, reports to the state de- thing to do with the recent crustede chanicsburg.
again but the water was not over tea
The E. Rehkopf Saddlery compeand this Is admitted even by the partment under today's date as fol- against clubs, In which many of the
Will increase Capital.
head. He 'scrambled out and
remost enthusiastic Democrats. Police lows: -rive thousand lives were lost Kirkwoodians openly maligned one tes was organized about five year.
New York, Sept. 20.—It was an- sumed
his ditties with his trousers
ago
another. Action was deferred by the
with a capital stork of $100,000.
and
pounds
four
hundred
thousand
Judge Puryear tied
his horse In
nounced in this city today that a ape
half torn off.
The concern has had a number of
front of the city hall this morning sterling of property was damaged. legislative body.
cial meeting of the Cleveland, Cinstrikes,
and
fire
caused some loss,
Just before noon and looked lost. Thirty steamers were wrecked and
cinnati & St. Louis stockholders-had
He stated that it was the .slowest twenty more steamers damaged. CAUGHT BY TRAIN ON BRIDGE. but about nine months ago the firm been called, to be held Octobsr 31, PIKE'S PEAK IN WINTER'S GHIA
made
the
statement
to
Dun's
agency for
The American three-master, Hitchelection he had ever seen.
the purpose of increasing the corn
Record Snowstorm In Septetntwr to
cock, and three Philippine steamers Women Is Hurled Into River and that it had surplus assets of $90,- twiny's common stock
from $40,000,000, The surplus *sets now are reDrowned—Another Killed,
Help that (Nelebration.
were .wrecked. The American gunFATAL ARGUMENT.
000 to $50,000,000. It is proposed
duced to about $30.01)1). Usually the
boat Cathie° is safe and assisting.
by the directorale see the new stock
1.a Crone.. Wis.. Sept 20.-'---Before company carried an Indebtedness of
Colorado Springs, Colo.. Sept. 20
About the Merits of Joe Gams and The-consulate is intact."
for construction and equipment.
the eyes of a hundred workmen re- $30,000 to $35,000, with a bank
The elements evidently are' planning
Rattling Nelson.
_
turning from work, Mrs. Stephen debt of $30,000 to $50.ono. All the
to du their part in making the Pike's
Yoh., Mr*. Jacob Wendling and Mrs. indebtedness to banks and the east
Peak centennial celebration, which
Chicago, Ill., Sept. 20--Two-men
Charles Klawitter were caught in the are protected by ample security, and
opensi In this city next Monday, a
were ahoedead and another neverely
mickile of the Burlthgton trestle need PeesIdent Thompson of the Amerisuccees. The heaviest snowstorm evwounded in a saloon In Hammond,
La erase river by a train today. Mrs. can-German hank. says the failure
er known on Pike's
Peak during
Ind., today as the result of an arguYHOOMEN
AT Yohe was hurled into the river and will ndt affect his institution
a IS BRYAN THAN EVER BEFORE, September occurred last night. Snow
ment over the respective merits of ENTERED BY
drowned. Mrs. Wendling ran to the penny's worth.
WHITE CLOUD. MICH.
plows were used today to open up
"Battling" Nelson and Joe (ans. the
SAYS BUCKNER.
end of the bridge and fell fainting
It is understood that the total liathe cog railroad.
prise fighters Ferguson Isuden, a
acmes the tracks. but was dragged bilities will exceed $100,000 with
machinist, did the shooting. The
out of harm's way by a boy. Mts. assets approximately
three-fourths
TO r.Et.
1/1X1111.1.
dead men are: Paddy Golden, 35 One Safe Blown and Four Thousand
Denouncer. Government Ownership as
Klawitter was knocked into the river the amount.
years old, and James Blemm, porter
Dollars Taken— People Held
Worst Fallacy Ever Advanced
and killed.
None of the other Rehkopf InterBonaparte to Send Antsigtv War eleeIn the saloon where the shooting ocat Bay With Guns,
By Public M. n.
.
ests. IS is said, will be In any way
eel to Cienfuegos.
curred
John Belamy, a
detective
FIFTY POISONED.
affected. E. Rehkopf personally owns
aho Interfered while the
shooting
most of the real estate he is interWashington. Sept. 20.--escretare
was In progrees, was shot in the leg.
Bonaparte has decided to send asWhite Cloud, Mich., Sept. 20.— Nineteen Dte From Eating Meat ested in, and the transfer of the
!Auden escaped.
Louisville, Sept. -10.—Gem. Simon
Cooked In Copper Kettle,
Broadway property, where the ofother naval vessel at once to relieve
Sight men, heavily armed, rode In
Bolivar Buckner, candidate for vicefice
the Dixie at Cienfuegos, though one
is
street
located,
Main
early today
to the Mechanics' and President
and proCongressman Dien,
gold
Democratic
on
the
In
Breeleu, Sept. 20.—A dispatch re- Farmers' Savings
bank has no con- 1196, said today: "I consider Bryan has not yet been designated. This is
Chicago, Sept. 20.— Congreesman ceeded' to rob two banks. The men
ceived here from Tomaszow. Russian nection with the assignment.
answer to Commander Southerwere
masked
and
surrounded
the
Robert R. Hitt of Illinois, according
more radical, more dangerous and in
Poland, says that fifty pernons there
land's appeal from Santo Dome:less to
to advice. received here, died this building, containing the banks. The
more
impossible
than ever. His govwere poisoned at a conlirniation fesAppoint °reentering Federation.
have hie fleet maintained at, its full
morning of !wart disease, following vaults of the Newaygo County bank
ernment ownership views are the
tivity
from
eating
Meat
tookee
Washington
in
a
,
Sept.
20.—At
strength In view of growing revolutoday's
were
wrecked
dynamite.
by
The ina week's illness at Nerraganset Pier.
most
dangerous
fallacies
ever
adcopper kettle. Nineteen persons have meeting of the executive committee
tionary troubles there.
lie recently -declined to Maori for ret• side safe was blown and $4,000 sevanced by a public man."
died.
of the American Federation of Lacured.
holes
Several
were
drilled
in
election. For many years he was
bor, President Gompers was authorchairman of the committee on for- Cannon bank, but it was not opened.
THREE RIG SHIPS.
John L. Is Safe.
ized to appoint organizers to the
Kills Steer and Dies.
The desperados held the people at
eign affairs.
Farmington, Mo., Sept. 20.— fullest extent the funds will permit.' Oklahoma City, 0. T., Sept. 20.— Two Liners and Crueier
bay and escaped.
Launched at
Frank Rice, a butcher at the state He was also instructed to commuol- 1 Queries have been
received here
London.
Kaman Cashier la Defaulter.
cats
hospital here, whir knocking a steer
with affiliated nationel Order from sporting men in the east, sayDowle Is Deposed.
Sedan, Kan., Sept. 20.— 0. B
In the head at 3:30 this afternoon, urging them to the game course of ing that It was reported that John L.
London, Sept. 2e —Three of the
Stollard, cashier of the People's
Chicago, Sept. 20.--.-Judge Landis bursted a blood vessel from the ex- action. Mr. Gompere stated that Sullivan. wee drowned In the Rock
largest ships In
the world
were
State Bank of Sedan, with deposits today instructed Receiver Hately to ertion and dropped
dead. He was 55 the ;Lytton was taken to strengthen Isiiind wreck at Dover, 0. T. The dis- launched today. The first was the
of $75,000, disappeared today, lease recognize Wilbur Glenn
Votive as years old, and came here from Kan- the cause of labor, an when asked if patch Is erroneous. John L. Sullivan
turbine steamer, Mauretina, of the
lug a note, saying he was a defaul- first overseer of the Christian Cath- sas City on September 5. He was It were in the interest
of the present and bis sparring partner. and Frank Cunard line: the second. the Whit.
ter and had fled. The safe is time- olic church In Zion. The ruling for- formerly connected
with the comitils- politteaI activity of the order
re- Hall, his manager, were on the train, Star line steamer Adriatic, the third,
locked and the amount of 'none! WIT(y deposes
Alexander sary department -of the United States plied that it is in the generel interest but left it at Cbickasha. The party
John
Ant-etass cruiser Shannon. the neeet
Missing is not known
Dow le.
army at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
of the organization.
arrived here this morning.
cruiser
the British navy.
MANY
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STEAMER ABLAZE
AND DOOR LOCKED

CARRLIGPA4

ARE

1.

TYPHOON

PICKERELL

TWO BANKS

MORE DANGEROUS

•

AGE TWO.

°raftft
"

44Nt*
*fib

PAAJTTAH

that traveling uader the statue
VIneeunea.

04:1BAYARIAti KINGS the Kentucky
BARNSTORMERS
NOT MAKING HIT THE BIG LEAGUES
GIVEN TO EXCESS
THURSDAY, SEPT. 22
MATI'9110E AND NIONIT.

Viureuues Wishes They Rep.
repteuted Cairo

AII Have Guile Mad Through

NaLiessal L.
Over Indulgence.
RHE
4 7 8
New York
6 12 0
Pittsburg
of
Papers Elp There Accuse Them
Jol0140, Mad King. Never Trusted
Batteries--Ames, Taylor, Fergulity:tang Instead a Playing BearMoshe, Rut. Reigns Without
Gib!Reser
and
SOU
and
Bresnahan;
ball Game..
Hindrance by People.

R H E
BEI LEADI LS. Brooklyn.
2 4 0
3 8 1
Cincinnati
Batteries- F.ason and Ritter; Hail
and McLean.
The Vincennes Capital said:
"A bunch of ball' players styling
setond same:
themselves the champions of the KitR H
here
appearance
ty league, put in an
1 4 8
Brook lira
testerday and that is about all they Cincinnati
4 '1
did, for the class of baseball put up
Batteries—StrickletA, and.. Bergen;
by them was something fierce. Out- Ewing
and Schlei.
side. of the pitching of Eddie Kolb,
barnthe
good,
which was fairly
It II E
stormers pt up a careless game, the Philadelphia
4 4 3
infield covering little more ground St.
5 8 3
Louis
than that upon -which it stood. For
Batteries - Richie, DuitElehr and
the locals Holmes'', formerly of
Dooin; Rhoades, Karger, Marshall
Danville, pitched and Johnson, forand Grady.
'ilerly of the same team, caught.
Holyerou
Both did well although
Second game:
would not have been a quzzle to sevRHE
erai of the pis)era had their eyes not
4 10 1
Philadelphia
been clouded. Because of the poor
St. Louis
0 8 0
showing of the barnstormere they
Batteries - Lush
and
Houston;
are not drawing as well as they did
Karger and Great.
and if the gait they are going continues any length of time they will
%nierli as I,.-ague.
schedule.
scarcely WAY out /heir
RHE
which calls for games up to October
Chicago
3 5 0
4
Philadelphia
4 8 3
The score:
R H E
Batteries --Alt rock and Roth; DY6 ti 3
Veederatturg
gert and Schreck.
4 it 7
Vincennes
Batteries-- Kolb and Quiesseer for
RHE
t'incennes: Holycross and Johnsos
Detroit
9 9 2
for Veedersburg.
Boa ton
2113
Batteries— Killian
and
Payne;
The barnatorme:-s are not adding Harri
and Carrigan.
any of the reputation of the Kitty
by the games they aro playing. ReE
ports are that they are devoting more St.
LOUIS
0 6 1
time to joilifying than to ball play- New
York
3 7 1
ing. Its too bad they are not travel_ Batteries - Powell and O'Connor;
ing under the name of Cairo.
Orth and Kleinow.
The' Danville team has disbanded
for the season. A few members of
R H E
the team and a number of amateurs
Cleveland,
3 10 2
are taking a barnstorming trip. The
Wash.ngton
1 4 1
team is said to not be as strong_as
THE

SCORES LN

F00/41 Ttif 1
OFFIC.

Facts
Whei
bigge
coal.
igl
!bolo
alcille.
night
dirt,
in the

4,kuig
value
quote

PITI
Office 1;

Pale Delicate Woman and Ririe.
The Old Standard Groves Tasteless Chill Tonic drives out malaria
and builds up the system. Sold by all
kik at•-is to. 27 years. Price 50 cents

Maulacturers of

PIANOS and ORGANS
Sell on installments ard
take oil instruments in
exchange.

DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY

W. I. MILLER.&, BRO.
Phone

OF

BAJ'eAL

FAMILY

TN EKENTVCKY Thursday II)
Night,Sept Litt
1'110\1.M 51;
110111

Elmer Walter's

MAHARA'S

Sparkling Western Play

BIG MINSTREL CARNIVAL

40 BRIGHT STARS 40

Thoroughbred
Tramp

Munich, Sept. 20,— Romance writers have tbld the world that a mysterious curse hangs over the Witte'.
bath dynasty, which has ruled Bavaria for seven centuries, but it is
very largely the result of dissipation
--wine, women and extrlagant Indulgence. I have seen it ca e..1 "a gigantic sorrow," "the atrocity of fate"
"the awesome breath of the Almighty." and by other large and stately
terms, but this perpetual tragedy of
a nation would not have occurred If
3.11 54k , 754'.
the Ludwiga and Ottos had left' wine
and women alone; If they bad gone
Seatsu, ...ale Friday 9 is. in,
to bed at 14 o'clock at night and got
up to breakfast at K o'clock in the
morning, and worked all day like
honest men. instead of imitating the
emperors of Rome in the gratificaR.owland 6 Clifford's
tion of their depraved tastes and senmusical
suous appetites. And they should tielodrainic mystifying
that
have done this, being aware
SI RPRISE
there had been signs of insanity
NJW•L`-c-illtit I
among their ancestorst as long ago
NOW-u-tiON'T
who
Cbristlan,
reigned
Frederick
as'
In the earkier ,part of the eighteenth
century.
Otto. the present king. Is so crazy that he is not trusted alone, and
the newspapers oicasionally pubtisit
a report that the parliament Intel,
Not the old style detective,
to depose hint and appoint a succesbut
a young, modern fellow
entirell
sor, nbut although his inisd Is
who keeps you guessing.
gone, and he does not know right
—
from wrong, or light from darkness,
Otto will be Allowed to reign over
Bavaria as long as he lives, through
Prince Llupoid, his uncle, the regent,
Augmented company of stipericr
who is 80 years ohl. but in perfect
.
Chorus ot prettily-co,
players.
health and as vigorous Physically
He turner? show girls. Great- quarte!
and mentally as a man of 50.
does not meddle with polities, and of singing comedians.
has been an admirable executive. If
anything happens to the king he will
the
be elected to succeed him. If
5.5s, 504. 754.
WAS /SCALDED TO DEATH.
Moats pis sale numbly 9 a. Ise.
king should outlive his uncle, the
regent. Prince Ludwig Charles, will
john Haney, Griming
at Loss of
ascend the throne. He is the oldest
Ihiuglaer, Killed by Mot Rath.
sou of Liupold. and his wife, the
Archduchess Maria Theresa, believLoy Angeles. Sept. 20.—John Hared by many to be entitled to the
vey, a millionaire coal operator of
throne of England( because her
Denver and LeadvIlle. died at the
grandfather had a better title than
lotel Lankenshim Yesteldai all the
Skating afternoon and uish'.
Queen Victoria. There seems to be
-suit of a bath, taken either volute
Sixth and Broadway. Eagle'.
no intention among any of the poerily or by accident, in water heathal,.
litical partes to agitate the question
"! almost to
the
boiling point.
of the retirement 01 Otto or the suc:tarvey died in great agony. He had
cession. Everybody Is satisfied with
J. E. BIVENS, Mgr.
'"en at the
Lankershlm for two
,.onths and had been melancholy the status quo.
Admission 10c
The authentic history of Bavaria
- nee the sudden death of his claugh•
runs back to 500 B. C., but really
about a year ago
•
Charlemagne, whose
begins with
grandson. Arnulf, governed the king
PRETENDs To 15K SON (W SHAW dom and elevated lAupold. Count
of
Scheyern, ancestor of the resent dY.%Ineri. an A ree•ted in France Poops 'hasty, to the rank
HARNESS MAKERS, COLLAR
of margrave. This
as Itchuive of Cabinet ()lIeer.
was in 1907, A. D., and the WIttelMAKERS, SADDLE HANDS,
bachers have been in power ever
MACHINE OPERATORS
Toulon, Sept 20.—Herbert Shaw, ever since,
AND CUTTERS
a young American arrested here yesReturn tr•1.•;.•rt•t If t13 rnisbod free
If deelree miter,
t•
steady wort
terday on a charge of fraud,- today
irs&If13teed to
•(•nl
WILL RE RFRIED HERE.
said he was a son of Leslie M. Shaw,
secretary of the treasury of the
Apply to Eittotr of Um Tallowtelf
Honor.
United States. He said his arrest Telegram to Brother of C. fl Byers
J. D. STRAta RADDLIMILT
lecture.
Asks
for
was made without any charge havasuciaa HA SMILRIIIIAN • Cll.
mowasycks swim. oleo. CO.
ing been made against him. He had
J. R. alCILLJLIS a41)DLRRY to.
A
received
telegram
ST. LOUIS.
was
last
niglit
no papers io establish his identity.
The American consul finally secured at 9 o'clock by Jim Byers, brother
of C. B. Byers, who was found deed
his release.
In his bunk yesterday morning on
the steamer Lookout, from his parRAILROAD PROPERTY
ents, in Woodburn Ore.. requesting
AND
THE LUNC8
(hat the body be buried here and
Is Still Being Destroyed by Cuban
that a photograph be taken of It and
imeargents.
sent to them.
*1111
Coroner Baker held an inquest
Havana. Sept. 20.—Rigre the re- over the body yesterday aft.
turn here of the military trains the and a verdict of "natural de,i
ONSIAPTiON
,... COo
Price
rebels are again destroying property unknown causes" was given.
UGI4S and . &Oc & $1.00
of the Cuban Western railroad, a
The funeral 'OTT. B. Byers will
LDS
Fres Trial.
British "Wel-prise.
The important take place this afternoon at 4
Surest
and
Quickest
Cure
for all
bridge at Santa Cruz, near Taco Ta- o'clock at the Broadway Methodist
THROAT and LUNG TROUBco, and smaller bridges In that dis- church, the Rev. T. J. Newel; officiLES, or MONEY BACK.
trict likewise have been *reel:et:1. ating. Burial will be at Oak Grove
Trains run only as far as Artemiss, cemetery.
and there is no telegraphic commuMEM MI0 WOMEN.
nication beyond that point.
IT. Rig afar usesturel
RIG COAL MERGER UNDER WAY.

A Story of Colorado.

Jolly
t)ne grand treat of music, mirth and comedy
ripples of laughter during the entirs *terail)Inept
Nothing but the cleanest and best in Colored comedy.

THE ORIGINAL GEORGIA SHOUTERS!
New revival hymns, camp meeting songs, calliope
quartet, "Old Black Joe," "Old Kentucky Home,'
'Swanee River,' introducing the Blackberry Twins.
18 — GRAND

CONCERT ORCHESTRA-18

TIM OWSLEY, eccentric cuminediap, composer

Fine Scenic Display.

o singer of ''I'm Crazy, I Am '' thP great colored
comedy
CLEVER BILLY YOUNG,
comedian, who always makes good.

Commendable Cast.

TRAVELING IN THEIR OWN $30.01 PALACE CAR

Hurrah Fun!

Entire balcony and gallery
colored patror,s.

Prices 25c, 35c 50c, 75c.

d for

Seat: as Sales Treaday 9 a. e.

Sensational Effects.

FRIDAY Night, Sept. 21

The
Phantom
Detective

Immense Magical Scenic Environment That Astonishes.

DEN OF REAL LIONS

Daring Balloon
Assension
knd Free Band
Concert
At Wallace Park
Sunday, Sept. 23d.
Free to All.

ECLIPSE

AMP

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.

lilliTORY

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER B.

Itill;]NrsIti STS

SKATING RINK

Wallace Park Casioo

WANTED!

WEEK SEPT. 17

OPEN SHOPS

High Class Vaudeville

Beginning Tonight.

Direct from the Big Circuits.

KILLTHR COUCH
CURE

We are

Dr.King's
New Discovery

I

Guy Nance.

FOR
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Ui
feleoW Ph.

emwime/7111111W

CP

Theet?

Planning for a
Bridge or Whist Party
or do you need a pew

RE

a

you

pack for the social family evening
in your own home? If so, why
not take home a package of

KV
Tonight
Thursday
Friday

3k2ng
(Playing Cards

Saturday
PA RI

Vaudeville
Rome Show

and supply your nerds at hide cost.
We carry a full line of Counters.

Mot*
It is the rust
Lyman H. Holt
the most tierce

Chips, Score Blanks, Bridge Score
Cards, etc., etc..
A pack of Rexall Playing Cards,
superior in slip and finish and equal
to regular 25c. pac6 for ISc.

*Motions. Art
that the public
and bored by r

W.,,th
B.

:tatty protot.ted
illbrpose, Mr. HI

and IMuisdway.

•

PFX/NAGE.
Rill With Twenty-five Counts Found
Against Knoxville Contractor.
Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 20.-- Rob( ri B. Oliver, railroad contractor of
this city, was today indicted by the
federal grand jury in session here on
the charge of peonage. The indictment contained twenty-five counts.
The defendant Is a brother of W. J.
Oliver, also an extensive railroad contractor.

flittegian; at Butler.
Butler, Ky., Sept. 20.—Burglars
visited Butler last night and robbed
the postoMce and drug store. They
stole Dr. Yeiton's rig and escaped.
A posse found the Immo In an exhausted condition today near Porters.
_
ALLIAU

L

New England anti Rritish Capitalists
Seek Properties in Cape Breton.
Boston, Sept. 20.— Henry
M
Whitney of this city, B. F. Pearson,
of Halifax, and other New England
and British capitalists, are planning
a merger of ail the coal properties in
the maritime provinces still independent of the Dominion Coal company, which has hitherto dominated
the Cape Breton colliery business. A
new shipping point, Port Merien,
will be opened. Its harbor is open all
the year round.

dischargraleassusatiess
m. Ic sows
u••••••••
irrItistioss or elreretkas
amass...
le
mom bream
h•sesis cseusies Psietne and sot starts•
fum11916111111t1s. peter pelsomms.
bald by Dreerfalb
11111MMATI,111
or sect Is plias wrapper
by espies,. _prate* SR
SIM, or b. tater ISM

MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sete and relit...Me. they
Overcome 'meekness. Increase vigor, banish pains.
No remedy equesis OR.
MOTTS PENNVROYAL PILLS
Sold hr Druggists sad Dr. Molts
Chemical Cc.Cleveland. Ohio.

Notice to Traveling Public!

-STATIONERY
It is safe to 'ay

no other essential asaociated

with social customs is judged by a more exacting standard of perfection than are the engraved
forms

of Wedding Invitations

and

announce-

ments,
Authoritative information as to correct usage,
and absolutely faultless workmanship, give to
the productions of our Stationery and Engraving Section the recognized Amp of unqualified
approval.
Our work is absolutely the peer of any of the
famous house of the country, while our prices
are considerably lower.
Spend your money at home,

The Sun, Both Phones 358

Please take notice that outbound
passenger trains for
Cairo 'and
Brookport will not he stopped
re'
Broadway Inbouno
Eleventh and
trains will make this stop.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent I. C. R. R.

—HARMELING, THE TAILOR.
IS SHOWING COMPLETE LINE OF
SI'ITI NOS,-TROUSIERINCWI. OV EItCOATINGS AND VIRSTING14. YOUR
EARLY
ItFIIPECTFrISIT
Hot tempers cool off love better 1
TE‘IPoRARILY AT 42/1 SROADWAI
Miff refrigerators.

issrseriox
sourrrIRD.

WEDDIN G--AN-D INVITATION

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN.

PAOE TIMEX

PHI PADUCAH FIVENTNCII Stitt

THURSDAI, SEPTEMBER 20.

Fleas May Close Milwaukee School;
CITY PARK BONDS SCHOOLS BETTER
Health Department To Take Action
BEFORE ALDERMEN
THAN FORMERLY
1

Street Contracts Will Be Be- County System Being Brought
fore Board Tonight.
to City Standard.

•

Miscellaneous liasimies Itecuples .%t- More Room Needed
in High School
tenseness of Board of Public
Mid Basement May Be Fitted
Works.
Up for Use.
I

ROUTINE NIA11ER8 TAKEN

•

CP FOOTBALL ('HALLENGE COMisai

The park construction bond issue
election will be before the board of
aldermen tonight. The councilmanic
board passed it last Monday night.
Little other business of moniestons nature will come tip, it Is understood. The grading ana graveling
contracts for south sine streets,
elicit were referred to the general
council by the board of public works,
will be considered. Bidders were
too scarce to suit the executive
board. The council autnoi•Ized the
contracts to be let.
Board of Public Works.
A request from the Paducah Traction company to build a switch on
North Twelfth street was referred to
the general council.
-The traction eompan) was ordered
to change the switch at Fifth and
Madison streets and Twelfth and
Trirnble streets, because they are too
close to the pavement.
Twelfth street from Salem avenue
to the Cairo road was reported to
have been properly graveled. No action was taken.
The street Inspector was ordered
to ell in the culvert on Caldwell avenue as soon as the contractor turns
it Over to the city. The contractor is
simply to do the concrete work.
The Illinois Central railroad was
ordered to place in good condition
curbing and sidewalk removed in
placing a sewer to Cross creek In
the Harahan addition.
The matter of grading and graveling Nineteenth street from Broadway to Mayfield road was deferred
on acconnt of the ordittance not having been passed.
Several changes in the city lighting plant were ordered on request of
Eagineer John Holmes.
The city engineer was authorised
to sell brick owned by the city to the
Southern tiltulithic company to be
used in repairing North Ninth street
between the street car tracks.
IVP40.4 and Cargo lost at Sea.
Savannah, Oa., Sept. 20.The
steamship Frederick, Capt. Taylor,
from Baltimore to Savannah,
arrived here today bringing Die crew
of the brigantine Ohio from Brunswick for Louisburg. Capt. Breton,
lumber laden. The crew was taken
off the brigantine on Monday last
near Cape Hatteras, the brigantine
having been
wrecked curing the
storm which swept the coast on
Monday. The vessel and cargo are a
total loss
Four Tartar i magas nurned.
Tiflis. Sept. 20.—According to a
report received here from the gene
ernor general of the Caucasus. four
Tartar villages in the district of
Sangeseur have been reduced to
ashes by Armenians. The inhabitants of seven Arrnenlen villages
participated in the work of destruction, hnt Sed before the arrival of
troops. The bodies of the slain lie
unburied among the ruins.
—

•
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Our
Store News
Will be given in this
peter again next Salts

"Do you know that Kentucky
schools are booming as they never
boodied before?" was that question
put to a reporter by Supt. C. M. Lieb
Of the public schools this morning.
"Well, they are, and you will be surprised at the excellence the schools
have 'attained."
"I see where Supt. J. M. Billington, of the county schools has the
graded school idea and will try to
work it out successfully in this county," the superintendent continued.
"He will first ha‘e to make the town=
ship a unit before this can be accomplished, and
I am
not
well
enough posted to know whether the
Idea Is general. I will say that it Is
an excellent one and will benefit the
county pupils if successfully carried
out. Graded schools, bearing
the
same relation to the county that a
High school does to the city, will increase the number of pupils attending and will create more interest. It
will furnish something for the pupils to strive for--a thorough education. This is the idea adopted in
the state of Indiana and the schools
there are excedlent. I know of Ont.
little township in Indiana, where
there are four county High schools.
In these four schools all four grades
are taken, and besides this, there
are Ave other schools in the mine
territory that go as far as two grades
in High school work. The township
Is but 18 by 22 miles."
Supt. Lieb is pleased with the way
the county superintendent Is co-oporating with the city schools, and
hopes to effect the organization of a
society or association of county and
city teachers to bold monthly meeting& This is the idea suggested b)
the counts superintendent.
Need More Room,
Nine Years ago the High school
building waa completed and turned
over to the sohool board. At that
time the school was considered far
ahead of the town
not only in
growth but in equipment. "To,o
many rooms; too big," was the general opinion, but time alone could
tell and today the realization that the
board did not act unwisel) in building a structure of its size was impressed strongly.
The High school building could he
twice its size and yet not be large
enough. Sept
Leib declared this
morning. At last :right's ineetiag of
the board I laid the situation beforc
the members. Another
room
Superinterrdent Lieb Bugneeded. Superintendent
g/rated that a room be fitted up in
the basement and the membess.
while they did not decide definite's.
talked in favor of it. There is space
enough to build an excellent room In
the basement. It will be large, air)
and healthy."
Not only Is the Hign school• building overcrowded, but the Franklin
building on South Sirth street is in
the same condition. Another room
has been asked for in this school and
the heard last night talked in favor

Milwaqkee,
Sept. 20.--- The ion. Dr. Bailing sidestepped MI the
school board, health department and tground that it was .,simply disceni.
Mayor Becker's administration are fort and not disease which control',
confronted with a serious condition. ed them. Secretary Harbach a--•
Fleas- threaten to 'close one of the ed that it was the dut) of the h.
city schools. The pupils of the Sec- department to eradicate the
oncldistrict are scratching instead of Mayor Becker could offer no 1,1..:
stud)ing. When they rise to recite It was finally decided that the puthe recitation has more the appear- pils should continue to scratch the
ance of a gymnastic exercise than a remainder of the week, and Saturschool class. It is impossible to pre- day Seeretary Hatbach will caulk up
vent contortions, as the fleas are windows and doors and burnseveril
numerous and active. A consultation hundred pounds of sulphur in tb
of Mayor Becker, Secretary Hooker, building. If this does not have tii•
Health Commissioner leading and desired effect school will be distil,.
Secretary Harbert!, -ot the school • ed until the building can be
board, was held to discuss the situa- led.
SUFFER, SPOLIATION.

UNION HELL COMPANY

Rather Than Betray Their Trust, Will leurnteli Coal for. Schools TheSay Itishois..
Winter.
---- Paris, Sept. 20.-- The council of
A bid of the Union Bell Coal cora
bishops recently in session here drew parry represented by R. Mitchell
up a letter
to the' Catholics of furnish coal to the schools at 9 1 ,
France which, after having been cents a bushel for nut and 1 ,,
signed by all the prelates, was sent for lump was 1h.. lowest bid re,. •
to Rome for the approval of the vat- by th• school board at its meetie
lean. This letter has now been re- last night and the contract
a:.
turned, and will be mate from every awarded to that company. The coil
pulpit next Sunday. The letter, after tract calls for approximately
I•
going over the old ground and show- car loads of coal. The contr.'. •
ing the impossibility of forming as- ties that the coal shall be .
sociations and expressing unfalter- to the buildings as needed at
Di,.
ing obedience to the Holy See, asks price and shall be weighed on ti
the faithful to unite with the bish- city scales. The board will not ha•
ops and clergy to defend
religion to boar the coat of weee. without sedition or violeace, but eel in another paper
with perseverance and energy. "Your boiler insurance was left opeu
pastors," the letter says. "are re- the next regular meeting of tie
solved to submit to spoliation and board.
poverty rather than betray their
trust. You understand that all the
_Hove. for th.• Ilene Si
util
faithful have an obligation upon he sold tit Bunion
Iii the 1..1.1)) f tie
their conscienees to come to their-aid rnhviry. Mriala)
september
and contribute according to their 24th, at S o'clock.
means to keep tip the holy faith and
its ministers."
The aaddett failtire..is a hen a 111.i
Moist at a small suceess when he V.,1
MEMBERS OF FEUD FIGHT
called to a great one.
aluitens-Fiertilng Faction Come Together—wine Killed.

A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter supply of

-COALSole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339

Uhe

LENOX HOTEL
IN

BUFFALO
Modern

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every few minutes between Ilu,tci, Depots.
Wharves and through -Business District.
EUROPEAN PLAN
ja.wo per Say wad up.

FIREPROOF THRrOUGHOuT

GEORGE DIJCKIICKERIellt
Prophreof

MUM\

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

NOTICE.

Chlauber's Stablo.

Knoxville, Tenn , Sept. 20.—A List of new eubscribenw added by the
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
East Tennessean Telephone ('OW.
Special to the Sentinel from Sergent,
pang Today:
Ity., says: "In a seeond engage;
. ment between members of the Mui2517—Warren, Abe, 320 Clements.
lens-Fleming feud, on the Letcher
2691- -Goodman, Nora, 922 Sotto
and Pike county border, James Are.
derson, aged :12, a member of the Tenth.
Guy Nance.
Lee Nance, Jr.
M. Nance, Embalmer
Mullins faction, was killed.' and ' 2288--Knight. Mrs. G. W., 13
Whin Ambelaae• foe Welt sod Inane./ Only.
Jackson.
Hiram Mullins, a leader of the fac2210—Bulger, Lillie, 1006 North;
tion, was mortall) wounded.
Auother member of the Mullins part). Tenth.
Undertakers and Embalmers
avenge name could not he learned. • 2044 -Poore. W. H . 1211 elie•
Now liehnnez
1Phwwirni OW)
was shot hut it was not known how avenue.
Capon Day and NightLike other commodities telephone
seriously. Jelin Fleming, of the
Fleming faction, was shot in the left service should be paid for accord.1.•
limb, near the knee, inflicting onl) to its worth and value.
We have in the city over 3.11•
a flesh wound. The battle occurred
one mile from long Fork settIemene subscribers or five times as many •
Forty shots are said to have been the Independent company, outs :
Saicrrirmis
11137ra-V111:11L71W•.
fired. It is now thought the Mill- the city and within the county
!ins-Fleming fetid
will soon be a have 63 times as many subscribers an
thing of the past, and the Mulitne the Independent coopany. Yet we
61. anal Intarat
:As money. Suiti at 1.11.00twill place a telephone ftf your real iFTER USING.
crowd may disband,
t
0,; Iii. -1..1
w
inlooseneaill
demo, at the same rate the IndependKos
ae,v.my
Loa LW. we.c. ROLM. raineavi. KTcompany, is supposed to charge,'
—Roves for the- Horse Show will
!), sold at auction in the 101.1)). of the snel provide in addition, long distWhat Saved Him?
for Tales from "riegende Biatter.'•
raino,T, mondayfling, seplemb,,.. ince facilities which will enable you
Miss Opper -I will never marry
to reach fifty million people from you?
24th, at Pi o'clock.
Pauperism continues to decline in
;our home .
Denkeisen— Oh. Heaven! I would I England. At the end of July. 1906,
Call 300 for further information.
twohnerniew Vey The
blow my brains out if we were not the figures were 21.6 to every 1,00.$
PAST TENNESSEE. TELEPHONE in the mei" of the httey'eeenon and of population, as Intent 2'2.0
at Ui'
COMPANY
from the McKinley to the Frank-bit
building and arrange it to the beat
advantage for the leachers.
Date Reword.
Metropolis Is anxious to get into
battle on the gridiron with the PaDIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
ducah High school and asked for a
Tull! 00 beet4cartalwe 24 Yawl th• trial es• .0-S oaks 1w SO wwwwww
game on Saturday, but it has been
PESPAORD OILY AT 1.11 lABORATOPv OP
turned tiown, The Padurah football
0
111 C. DoWITT & COMPANY,
CHICAGO. ILL.
NSW BY LAM MOIL
-ot in condition.

TELEPHONE 499

GUY NANCE ec SON

HEALTH AND VITALIT?

DYSPEPSIA CURE

Our First Friday Bargain Sale is Tomorrow
- It will be first of a serits of Special Friday, Bargain Sales planned by this store for the fall of 1906. It
may pay you to come and see what these sales are for and why we give them, or cause you to take
helpful news to some neighbor. At any rate come in tomorrow and see the bargains we offer you.

% VISIT TO OR MILLINERY
Department will repay you.
The' brightest, newest and
most
desirable fall and minter styles are
being gathered together here. The
price savings are gratifying., Our
formal millinery opening will be announced later.
ON
CENTER
ISLE
BARGAIN
COUNTER FRIDAY.
Six pieces yard wide silks
The
dollar Taffetas at Inc a yard. half
price for Friday.
12 pieces light colored 19 inch
Satins, suitable for lining's, sofa pillows. fancy work, etc., at 25c a yard
Another half price for Friday.
Fresh new fine white Mercerized

Highest Grads

10e,
Waistings.
Bargain prices
12 1-2c 15c and 17 1-2e a yard.
Worth double. On Friday's Bargain
Counter.
18 1-2c new fall plaid Skirtings.
On Bargain Counter at 15e a yard,
beginning Friday.
15c Mohair Luster, autumn style.
On Bargain Counter at 10e a yard.
THE FOLLOWING WAISTS WILL
BE SOLD AT ONE-FOURTH OF
ORIGINAL PRICES TOMORROW
(FRIDAY.)
At 12e blue polka dot Flannelette Waists, original price role.
At 25e each assorted Sateen and
Wool Flannel' Waists In park colors.
that were originally $1.00.

At 1;f1c each broken lots of Mohair, Flannel and Black Silk Waists,
that were origin/11:y $2.00 each.
AT HALF PRICE FRIDAY.
At 50e each, heavy white mercerized and white linen waists in all
sizes that were eriginatle 111.00.
At 50c each Silk Mull Waists in
white and (niers, that originally were
$1.00.
CHOICE FRIDAY ONLY.
Of 15 Walking Skirts that are
$5.00, $5.50 and $6.00 Skirts for
only $2.50.
AN EXTRAORDINARY DISPLAY.
The most beautiful new styles in
Coats and Skirts at price savings not
to be had in Broadway stores. Low-

er prices because we don't have the
enormous expense they do.
FRIDAY fiAllIGAINg IN CLOTHING
DEPARTMENT.
Will be found on Bargain Counters, Ee and Sc wonders.
'
Men's 10 and 15c Collars, slightly soiled, at 2e 4.001 Friday.
Men's ley Canvas Gloves Sc Friday.
Men's 10c Hose Supporters, Sc.
Friday.
Men's 10c Bow Ties 1c Friday
Men's 15c Halt Hose Sc Friday.
Men's 25e Caps Sc Friday.
Men's 25c elm-tenders lie Friday.
Men's 25c Half Hose 18e Friday.

Lower Prices
Because we don't have
the enormous expense
necessary in stores on
Brnteway. :Flown,* hisa
to he ridded to the coat.
Parofit only begins where
ezpense ends.

Men's 50c Suspenders 38c
day.
Men's 50c Gloves 25e Fret'
Men's $2.00 Hats 75c FrIdat
Men's $2.50 Hats $12.1 Friday.
Men's $7.50 Stilts $3.0 Friday.
Men's
Boys'
day.
Boys'
day.
Boys'
Boys'
Boys'
day.
Hoye'
Friday.

$10.00

Suits $4.98 Friday
25e Knee Pares ille Fr:-

;tote Japanese Snit 25e Ft:
5or Hats 2:le Frida).
$1.00 Hats Ole Friday.
$1.50 Long Pants 73c Fri$1.50 Knee Pant Suits-

HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENT STORE
North Third Street, Half tik.itteive from larEweidwrty
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HOW IT HAPPENED.

NEW PASTOR

AFTERNOON ANDY/1E11LT
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PIPOIJOX'El EV'MIMI XVI%

August 17..3888
August 1..3836
August 18..3874
August 2..3848
August 20..3852
August 3..3883
August 4..3864
August 21..3811
August 23..3834
August 6..3863
August 23..3833
August 7..3879
August 24.3841
August 8..3916
August 25..4220
August 9..3927
August 27..3865
August 10..3896
August 28.3849
August 11.3951
August 29..4327
August 13..3894
August 30..4330
August 14..3885
August 31..4407
August 15..3904
August 16..3898
106.379
Total
3940
Average for August, 1906
3705
Average for August. 1905
-235
Increase
before me,
Personally appeared
%his September I t 1906. E J. Paxan. general manager of The Sun,
elm affirms that the above statement
of the circulation of The Sun for the
month of August. 1906. is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22. leng
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There are many causes of nervousness, but
poor blood heads the list. The doctors call
.
st
oroprudscleo
ohpe blood yilacckoso lt cyo
t sanemia. tT
opportunity, consult
As
about taking Ayer's Sarsaparilla. est him if be has anything better for weakness, debtlity, neivousness. If he has,take tr. If not,take Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
Get well, that's what you are after. a7,:fanae=arfeere1.7,,ellar"tl /;;;Te`a.
-

Nervous.

A
The Rev. Fleetwood Ball, of Lexing.
ton, Tenu., to Succeed Rev.
Mr. Cunningham.

At a business meeting held by
the congregation
of
the Second
Baptist church last night, a call was
extended to
the
Rev. Fleetwood
t•.
Ball, of
Lexington, Tenn., who
preached here on two occasions and
made a popular impression. He will
The Chickens "Ma, I've just seen a little chick•n hill Over • hundred feel succeed the Rev. E. H. Cunningham,
without being kilted."
resigned.
The Old Hen: "Good gr•cloual How did it happen?"
The pastor gave
three months'
The Chtekene "H• tripped over a sleeping eentiped."
notice, but asked to be relieved as
----soon as possible. He is entering evMISSIONARY MEETING.
of all cake come in time to regard
angelical work and has an urgent enthe "red light" as a necessary evil,
and accepting the situation
philo- Large Attesdance and Ample Spread gagement. •
If the Rev. Mr. Ball accepts, the
for (Meets.
sophically. turn the district to acpastorate will be open to him
at
count. If it is the breeding place of
After a morning session lasting once.
crime, it also is the resting place of
crime, and the police, knowing ev- two hours and a half, the visitors
ery habitue of the district, can eau- and Members of the all-day mission- HUNCeNE LEADER IS DIVORCED.
----- ally find what they want through ary conference were served dinner
fear or favor, when running down in the Sunday school room at the Husband Gets Decree on Grounds of
()reel Treat nee nt
The
crime.
Broadway Methodist church.
Hut no such feeling prompts the
mind of a court of 'justice. The condition on Kentucky avenue is a nuisance and Judge Reed so adjudged
it. He has simply performed his duty, but the simple performance of
duty is moat creditable in a public
deserving the rerognition of
all good citizens. His order has done
much to purge the moral atmospliese
of Padneah.
Those citizens, who have
been
forwarding the sentiment against the
"red light- sleuth] personally thank
Judge Reed. Too often we take the
performance of a duty as a matter
at course. Public officials should be
praised as readily as they are condenmed, and when a righteous act Is
done, the official should be encouraged by being made to feel that his
conduct is observed
and his good
deeds appreciated.

Poor old Dowie. It was his graft,
after ell. He was me only original
Daily Thought.
"The best way to bow before the prophet, that led his people into
Almighty is to bend to the needs." Zion City to fleece them. Now Votive
brats him out of his well earned
loot. It seems, that since Zion: City
PUBLIC THANKS EARNED.
must fall into the lands of a grafter.
In the name of decency, that abDowie should have the prior claim.
hors the sight of a thing of evil; in
He came when the people wanted a
the name of the respect we bear the
prophet. But, perhaps, Voliva spellthe
of womanhood, in
thought
ed it profit during his campaign, aod
name of that tender concern with
much is made of the way words are
which we
daughters
our
guard
spelt nowadays.
against the breath of contamination.
The Sun on behalf of the public of
Paducah is a good river town.
Paducah thanks Judge Reed for doOne day last week the Henrietta
ing hts duty.
laid up. Kentucky, Joe Pewter
That Kentucky avenue so long
thirteen other boats laid at
and
remained
is,
Is
the fault of
as it
has
the wharf, with others coming
corspbrePrit public sentiment. The
and going Immense business Is
'red light- was there when the presdoing In handling Iles out of
ent generation came into being, and
Tennessee river, large tows beIt seemed natural that it should be
ing engaged in towing barges
there. But a change has come over
and rafts of tiles and logs. —
the people. of Paducah; the public
Courier-Journal.
conscience 'is quieitened into one of
Sure. Sees a good town from any
those inexplicable moods that will
brook no evil while it lasts. The viewpoint.

groaned under their
tables fairly
affair,
Being a Methodist
loads.
fried chicken was a
conspicuous
Item in the bill of fare.
This afternoon the sessions will
be resumed with the reading of papers and short talks. The missionary sonieties of the other denominations are meeting with the society of
ate Methodist churches.

tVinotia, Minn. Save
W
Williams, a wealthy shoe manufacturer of this city, today was granted
an absolute divorce from Laura E
Williams, who has a wide reputation
In humane society work, on
the
grounds of cruel and inhuman treatntent. The charge of the plaintiff
was that the defendant had circulated false reports concerning his relat.ons witn young women eniployed
FOUR SWAINS SEEK SAME MAW
by him as stenographer an
bookkeeper. to the injury of his lutness
Go to Home or (art Who .edrertiwed and
&eclat standing.
for Sposww. Meet and Leave.

Sterling, Int. Sept 7.'n
Four
men, all of good appearance, and one
said to be quite wealthy, arrived today at the home of Miss Mary 'raison of Gold Township, Bureau county, all for the same purpose, matrimony. Miss 'raison Inserted an advertisement in a Cincinnati matrimonial paper, and by some mistake, as
yet unexplained, the four swains arrived at ler home, When the suitors
found ont how many there were of
them, all four' left the little country
home in anger and none would give
his name

TWO.PER CENT DIVIDEND

Special Cut Price Sale
LADIES'F SHOES

MODE
L"
AT
112 S. Second Street.

98c Buys Choice
Of this lot of Ladies' Fine Shoes.
Stylish dongola, patent tip and
patent leather. Old ladies' common sense comfort in kangaroo
felt sewed. Just the thing for cold
weather. See window display of

LADIES' SHOES AT 98c

For the Halt Year Declared by the
lesding Railway.
Phikadelphia. Sept
ne.— The directors of the Reading company today declared a semi-annual dividend
of 2 per cent on the second preferred
stock, payable November 10, to stockholders of record (!k•toteer 23
The
dividend wee decided 'woo last May.

Men's Fancy Balbriggan Underwear cut
to_
Blegant Balbriggan Underwear, fancy weaves,
worth II oo suit, at each
One lot Madras and Percale Negligee Shirts, all
sizes, worth 50c to al oo, at

19c
30
38

Oae Lot Men's White Laundered Linen Bosom Shirts, reguOnly Money .Pays Fares.
lar $1 on Wnd $1,50 quality; sizes it0i,17,17:,
Washington. Sept. 20.---An opinis only, s le price
ion on the new rate law was delivered today by the Interstate cornRIGHT MAN ON RAFT IN LAKE.
amerce commission, in
response to
Honore on Steamer Get Glimpser In many requests for information. The
statement begins with a ruling that
Fog of Penson in Mitres.
nothing but money can be accepted
All styles and sires. Prices were $1 50, $2 oo,
ek,..
for
railroad fare.
$2 so and $3 oo, cut to, choice
Port, Huron, Mich., Sept. 20 —
The crew of the steamer John
J.
Tell Vieliznis.
Albright today
reported
having
London, Sept 20.—Ten killed and
sighted a lone man afloat on a raft
sixteen Injured Is the latest estimate
In bake Huron, flee ml'ea northeast
aM)N-11 Nitta BEElt
11,0t-ft SWAINS
ef casualties In the wreck last night
of Corsica Shoals lightship A thick
of the Scotch Express on the Great
fog overhung the lake and bs the
-Northern railroad near Grantham. It On Tap at Meeting of Central Labor, ranie to Wed the Same Girl and Then
time the Albright was stopped and
Union.
All Flee In Disgust.
is believed the it certainly will be
turned around the raft was out of
increased.
sight. The life-saving crew searched
Sterling, 111, Sept. 2e.—Today
Washington, Sept. 20.—The month
for three hours in the vitinIty, but
YOU 'later HIVE TO WAIT
ly meeting of the Central Labor Union four men, all good looking, and one
P.rery dose maker you feel better. Les-Poe
tailed to find any trace of the raft,
keeue your whole Insides _ylght. Sold Ns the In this city was almost broken up said to be quite wealthy, arrived at
Urosey•hack plan eln-rywhere. Price be rut&
this morning. Immediately before' the home of Mime Mary Talsoo, of
VETERANS To HOLD REUNION.
the arrival of President Sam Gomp-1 Gold township, Bureau county, all for
Crusade of the ministerial associaera, of the American Federation of the same purpose, marriage. It apWhile.
Americans
take
great
pride
Members of Wilder'a Brigade Gather.
Judging by the experience or the
tion and the good women to secure
and pleasure in
being called "a Larsor. It was discovered that the bot- pears that Miss Mary Inserted an
big at Chattammega.
a park on the old tobacco ware- Rev. Alex Pickerel!, the street even strenunita people." it is perhaps not tles containing the beer for the oc- advertisement in a Cincinnati mathouse site, the plans of the park genie who took for his fourth wife
generally appreciated that a great- casion bore non-union labels. A hur- romonial paper for a husband, and
chattanorera. Tenn., Sept.
Deere to boulevard Tenth street, the a woman with a "good soprano
ry-up call was pent to the brewery by some mistake, yet
unexplained,
Members of iiWilder' -brigade, which many injure thentee;Tee
proposal of the general council to voice," a preacher does not get rid
and union beer arrived simultaneous- four pereons arrived at her home, all
nervous
systems,
invite
prewas made tip of infantry regiments wreck
systems'
open Kentucky avenue through west- of choir troubles simply by discardly with the union label.. The chair- wanting to marry the young woman.
from Illinois and Indiana. are arriv- mature wrInates, grey hairs and inward. and the complaints of Super- Ile the church.
man of the reception committee -Alt four were disappointed, or disaping in large numbers to attend theettersitie,ICT. the beery, worry way in
intendent Lief) and
sought to explain that the committee pointed the girl. When each learned
the
library
which
they
live,
neglecting
in
many
annual reunion, which begins tomorbeard. were _but reflections of this
the that there were three others, it is
had nnintentionally committed
Reports have It that Murphy won
row. the forty-third 'anelversary of s_instances proper care of the body and
state of the public tena(iousness.
claimed that all four left the little
error.
by a scratch in New York. That is
Teal
letting
pleasuelle
the
of
life
as
the battle of Chickamauga. A Joint
country home in disgust, and none
That such conditions as are pre- the way most political leaders win.
forfeit
Unrestrained
camp Bre of the Blue and gray will eaPe as a
would give their names. Even Mary
sented in Kentucky -avenue should We take It McClellan war wretched.
strenuousness
means neu rest hen is I'se of Eleeleicite in (*tiring Disease.
be held tomorrow night,
and do-exisralemont cities, is shame
Philadelphia. Sept. 20 —Electric- refuses to talk about her ventare in
ultimate4y.
marriage.
enough. to have them flourish nightThere is none an poor that he can
eurasthenia
nerve-exhaustion ity, saw means of curing disease, waa
Half Million Acres for Homesteaders.
') within sight and emend of the not ride on election
yesterday
at
discussed
the
and
that
del.
oPlenblil
means
inefficiency
of the
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Sept. 20.--The
t- hurches, schools,
libraries a04
body to carry on vital fenctioning sEqytTltT -44Se sixteenth annual meet- Ten Million In Ship's Strong Boxes.
president today issued
maclama- t-- home); of law abiding citizens, where
New York, Sept. 2e. —The Custard
Jews Are Warned.
ing_ of the American Electric Theralion opening the Klowa. Corneae-he Nerve eenters lag; debility ensues;
strangers passing along the princisteamer Carmanta,which is due to arOthers& Sept. 20.—Numbers---04peutic
'ignited
association.
was
It
And Apache Indiah lands in Oklaho- listlessness and fatigue reign. Pain
pal thoroughfare can observe the Jews continue to receive
by the various speakers that iocomo- rive today. MaY'well_hoe_cailed a goldanonymous ma.
The Interior department will may be felt in the baele felines{ or
home of sin, Is unthinkable.
en ship. 'In the strong boxes of the
warnings not to attend the synapressure
at
the
top
of
the
head;
sleep tor ataxia, canter and chronic disannounce the date for the reception
What shall he done with the white gogues tomorrow for the
steamer
are shipments of gold agstoznaeh
yieldare
daily
ease,
of
the
festival of of 'sealed
is 'broken and without refreshment;
bids under which the rier,,slave delvers and their guilty treat the Jewish New Year,
This gold
ing teit this mysterious force, while Kregsttng 110.11.00,00a.
for fear of 001
digestion
notably
weak
and
is
lose
of
acres of land are to be disposed
ures when the court's order goes possible "black hundred
is imported by banks and bankers in
appetite constipation and distress the absorption of inflammatory matoutrages. of to home:steaders.
Into effect next December. Is It ques- The governor of Odessa
view of the recent money stringency
today reiterafter eating are the rule
The head- ter is an event of every day occurtion for the pollee department. The ated his advice to
here. The transactions were facilithe foreign conache of neuramthenia is like a band rent*.
Illinole Timber line.
women and their hangers-on, thieves suls to maintain
tated by the treasury department,
vigilant watchfularound the head; ordinarily is worse
A bill of sale for timber was filed
and murderers for the most part, ness at their respecove
which advanced most of the cash
eonsulates,
In the morning and better towards Using Elephant.' to Build Bridge.
today by 8. M. Stewart and others to
may be driven from the city, or they as the anarchists
PO that the bankers would not
threaten attacks
Tuck
Tex..
Dallas,
the end of day, and is probably the
Sept. 2).—S. J
the Ayer & Lord Tie company. The
may be allowed to scatter whither with the object of
!lore interest on their money while
calming internemoat common of all headaches which er. agent for the Rock Island railprice is $1.500 and the location in
they will, or again they may
the gold was en route
be tional complicatiene
The bankers
road in Dana*, has received a mescote, for treatment.
Illinois. The land nomprisee 255
huddled together in some other
turned over to the treasury governsage from the general offices at Fort
Now,
not
drugs
do
help
neurasacres of timber to be cut into ties
quarter far enough removed from
ment and other bonds to cover the
Will aloft Dark Tobacco Section,
thenia; that be admitted; end phy- Worth to the effect 'hat twenty-six
respectability to be certein not to
advances pending the receipt .of the
rarksvNle. Tenn . Sept. i0.-were
circus
unsicians have long been accustomed elephants of a large
cause the puttee conscience another
gold.
Thomas Gallagher of Belfast, 'Ireto send their nefiraathenice away loaded at the weenie of the wreck totwinge. It will be the wise course
land, the largest independent tobacfrom the cities to the mountains, sea- day and are now being used to assist
for the women quietly to obey the
Annual Report Approved,
co dealer in the world, will visit this
shore, abroad or anywhere to find In making a pontoon bridge. The
court's order. Unless the police are
Philadelphia, Sept. 210.—The disection in theikes ten days. Mr. Galnew scenes and enjoy tranquil reser- tercets was delayed on the north aide
ready to wage unrelenting warfare
rectos of the Lehigh Valley lasiiroad
lagher left Ireland several days ago
ation. .But that Is expensive and of the river and wants to get across
against vice, obnoxious as is the
company
met here toddle,
ineattaidfor America and will investigate the
there is a surer, quicker and better in order to make its southern dates. ered
idea of giving countenance to such
and oppioved the annual report
tobacco itittiation. He will doubtless
as well as lees reedy way--OsleoON AND
awful sin, they will better protect give
of President 10,'B. Thomas. It was
considerable attention to the
pathy.
WIII Visit Muscle Shoal*.
OFF Like
the Milieus by compelling the courannounced after the meeting that no
strip question, which seriously afOsteopathy cures nettratithents.--. Huntsville, Ala., Sept. 20.—Chair- other butanes; of
A COAT
tesans to settle on one Mese where fects
iniroortanee waa
this market and Is of great iniwhich Is but another name for nerv- man Burton of the rivers and harthey can be watched, the newcomers
TILLS TPOL
transacted.
TOOL
portenee to his English trade.
ousness, by stimulation to the nerves bors committee of congress, who Is
"spotted," and
the
whole
bevy
and the circulation.
inspecting he
enuring the south
Hand Grenades for Soldiers.
quickly rushed into the 'police staProistOffice clerk Ahneeeds.
can show you to your satisfac- rivers and harbors of this section,
St.
tion -on theme frequent .occasions
Petersburg, Sept.
view
Kankakee. Ill.. Sept
20.-.----E4
tion in a very few minutes why oste- has promised Congressman Richard- of the poseilbillty
when the police have cause to sus- Woods, a clerk
ót urban disorder's,
at the 'Kankakee poet.
opathy is the sane rational cure fen son to visit Muscle Shoals on the the vier office has decided
COAT SHIRTS
pect the presence In their midst, of office, left
to add hand
town Sunday night and
white or
AL!., dletrases of the nerves.
Tennessee river. Judge Richardaon grenades to the
loot or fugitives or Incriminating developments
equipment of the
color
•feei
fabric. The fir
today indicate that he
of eackpreoefft se se•
COMP to tree me at enY time be- will show the distinguished vlifto troops: These are
evidence.
conskaered more
hots embeestied several hundred dolfee se soap as see.
tween the hours of 9 and 12 in the the great work that has been dodo effieSacious in attack, than
It Is not difficult to understand lars in the past five
51.50 and more
barricade*.
years It Is said
foreseen and P and 5 in the after- and that ishIch yet remains to be and large quantities of
Cleatt.Peabedj &Co.
why .the pollee thannateeere to dis- that he has gone
them hats
to British CplumCoIhee
noon. .Dr G. R.'Presage. 516 Broad- dose. The date of Mr.-i1isi'top, rise been forwarded to Wortley
turb this neat of viper,. The police bia.
and other
way, Phone 1407.
has not yet been fixed.
Polish cities,

25c

One Lot of Men's Fine Felt Hats
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People and
lirePits

Some Are Suits
Others are Skirts or Shirt Waits,

No matter what

they are, they will be included in our Summer
Clean-Up Sale, beginning tomorrow morning.

In

his sale shoppers will have a chance to buy new
fall garments for

less than the

regular

prices

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT

311 Broadway

•

317 Broadway

s

LOCAL LINES.

-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Ci L. Brunson & Co. have moved their flower store to 529 Broadway.
-James Collins. chief of police,
has a letter from Kansas City, Mo.,
Inquiring about the relatives of
George Allen, supposed to be from
Paducah. The letter states that Allen died suddenly at Kansas City
Sunday night and that no trace of
relatives can be secured. Chief Collins Is investigating The case.
-A balloon assteassion and free
band concert will be given at Wallace
park Sunday afternoon.
--Mr. Edwin 0. Leigh. secretary
to the governor, wail in the city today completing arrangements for
Governor Beckham to speak here
October 3. He witiapeak here in the
evening, go to Smithiaad the next
day, from there to "Marion, and if
possible, return here to be present at
part of tele immigration convention.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1Broadway. Phone 196.
--The Illinois Central Railroad
company following its progressive
policy has decided on another improvement to Paducah that will facilitate the handling of baggage. It
will tear away the old wooden platform at the passenger depot on both
sides and replace it with brick. This
announcement was made 'his mornIng. It wilt require settle tiffir to lay
the brick on the platform but an
extra force of workmen has been
;seen! ed.
--Something new-A clever mag*sine 'for the railroad man. 'Twill,
too, interest everyone but has an
especial attraction for the railroad
man and his family. Get the first
number, only 10c. R. D. Clements
& Cr).
-Constable A. C. Shelton arrested John Dow, alias Mitchell, this
morning at the plant of the Paducah Cooperage company. He Is alleged to have beaten
Joe Moore
badly. Moore took out the warrant
in Magistrate Charles Emery's court.
--The management of Wallace
park has arranged for a balloon ascension +Sunday afternoon. September 23rd. Also a tine band contort
by King's Military band.

t*

Mr. Bell Given, formerly of the
local Illinois Central master mechanics office has resigned his position
with the road in Chicago and wilt
remain at home. lie has been here
several days and contemplates working tor the road here again.
-The management of Wallace
'perk has arranged for a balloon ascension Sunday afternoon. SePtem__ her 23rd. Also a fine _hand concert
by King's Military band.
-Do not be deceived,. Bradley
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville,
Ill., washed coal. Phone 389.
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VEL-DOR
A New, Fascinating Odor
The latest exquisite creation
of Mahan Violet (pros onnced
Ve o-lay) of Paris It has ter 'lord the senctim of the
the
most fashionable in
fashion cent'es of P.tyrope and
is sure to la popular here.
It is remarkable for its per
sistencv as well as its sweet,
refined bouquet

V,EL-DOR
R. W.WALKER CO.
liteempersted

DIRUOGI8T8
f 111 NUMMI*.

OM Mime 47$

Eight Bell at Vet Door.

IN THE COURTS 11

No Circuit Court.
Parties mending in accounts of soToday being election day Circuit
cial entertabonents will please sign
Judge William Reed did not hold
them, as The Sun will not publish
court. There remains little to be
nitattions sent in that are not
done in the criminal line on account
signed
of the court's holiday the grand jury did not report.
NIELS. DAVIS ENTERTAINS.
In honor of her birthday, Mrs. A
Davis, at her pretty home, le,13 Monroe street, entertained a number of
her friends last night. The home
%sus tastefully decorated. A delicious supper was served while punch
was served the entire evening
The
guests, who enjoyed both dancing and
cards, were Mr. and Mrs. John C.roal,
Mr, and Mrs. J. B. Algee, Mr. and
Mn. John Cutilar, Mr. and Mrs R.
S. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. G. Loftly, Mr.
arid Mrs. A. Davisi and Miss Mona
Dobeh and Mr. Edward Hackle, of
St. Louis,

-City .subscribers to the Daily
Registered at the Palmer today
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col- are: John L. Smithwick, St. Louis:
lectors or make their requests direct Harry Wilber, New York; J. W. Coto The Sun °Mee. No attention will burn, St. Louis; T. B. Fusses, St.
be paid to such orders when given to Louts; J. M. Hughes, Memphis; C. E.
Batton, New 'Orleans; J. B. Lord,
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Mr. Frank Dalian), a Paducah Chicago; E. 0. Leigh, Frankfort;
boy, Is at the head of "Mispah" Alock Craig. Louisville; C. J. Worshow, one of the biggest out of New beagle, Cleveland; J. E. Morris, MalYork. He served his apprenticesehlp den, Moe E. Gilligan, New York; IL
on the old Paducah News and has Michaels, Detroit; W. A. Dyer, Washdone satisfactory work
in
New ington, D. C ; J. H. Williams, CresYork. He lately took to the theatri- ton, Tex,
Belvedere: A. F. Brown, Louiscal business.
-The management of Wallace ville; J. G. Parker, Louisville; W. H.
park ha* arranged for a balloon as- Southheil. Hopkinsvilte: W. H. Gritt,
cenaion Sunday afternoon. Septem- Kuttawa; R. F. Beatty, Chicago; R.
ber 23rd. Also a fine bend concert Grainger, Nashville; Harry Hogg,
Nashville; J. S. Chichester, St. Louis;
by Kings Military band,
je W. Dew, Eddyville.
--The Rowlandtown and Trim+
Mrs. H. T. Stratton, who has been
+street cars made a change at noon today. The first regular ear to go over visiting Mrs. Belle O'Brien. has rethe new Rowlandtown line. was No. turned to her home in Springfield,
102, Motorman Ed Russell, Con- Tean.
Ex-State Senator Thomas
H.
ductor L. C. Sanderson, The lines
now all run into Broadway and the Hays is in the city today on business.
Mrs. Fannie English, of Wynee.
new arrangement will greattY faciliArk.. and Mrs. Sing Parker, of Memtate the 'handling of truffle
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Fra- phis, who have been visiting Mrs. D.
J. Randall of 705 South Eleventh
ternity building.
-The arbitration board will meet street', returned home Siturda).
Mrs. Gus +Rogers, wife of the poptonight in the office of Mr. Eli 'Boone,
All members of the board except Mr. ular deputy sheriff, went to St. Louie
J. G. Miller are in the city, and he today to visit friends.
Mr Josh Stein, formeell foreman
may come back this evening. If he
is not present, It is probable that Mr. of The Sun, has returned after a
W. H. Patterson will be selected to lengthy visit in the west. He is
thinking of living in Paducah again.
tall his place.
Mr. Edward 0. Leigh, secretary to
-Our customers are our best advertisers. Ask your neighbor. Brad- Governor Beckham, Is in the city today to cast his vote In the Demoley prow Pilmle 339.
ee-Plastee Bel-eked leiwnnagff, ben of cratic *roar)
Miss Jettle Thomas. of Wing°, is
Mr. Bernard Kavenagh.the newspap r
man, fell down last eveuIng on the visiting Mrs. M. G. Campbell, of 622
levee while going to the wharf and South Sixth street.
Mr. Albert S. Husk, wife and son,
cut his arm.
-One load of our coal will make of Nashville are visiting in the city-.
Mrs. Harry Judd, wife of the well
you an advertiser for us. Bradley
known Illinois Central pattern maker
Bros. Phone 332.
Marshal Charles McNutt and Po- and child have gone to Union coenty
llee Jude Bunk Gardner, of May- to visit.
Mies Jeanette Petter, daughter of
field, are in the city. Judge Gardner
Nessliviele
is a nandidate for the office of rail- Mr H. A. Pettier, went to
this
morning
to
attend
school.
road commissioner against CommisMr William Tucker, foreman of
sioner Mac D. Ferguson, the ifteumthe Illinois Central boiler shops, Is
bent.
-When you order a rig from us in Chicago on business..
Mr. J. M. Tay/or, general storeyou are talking to one of the prokeeper
for the Illinois Central, was
prietors or capable clerks loot a
driver or hostler) who writes files and in Paducah yesterday on bulginess.
Mr. John Trent, storekeeper for
fills the order at appointed time Palthe Illinois Central. is in Chicago on
mer Transfer company.
-The Sun office Is prepared to business.
A. L. Joynes, manager of the Easy
furnish the very latest things in encompany, has
graved or printed calling cards ani Tennessee Telephone
where he
returned
from
Ktittawa
makInvitations of any sort, and is
has been on business for several days.
ing special prices now.
Mrs. Joseph A. Miller has returned
-We guarantee to please you
from
Pembroke, Ky., where she atwith Old Taylor, Ky.. Lump coal.
tended the bedside of a sister, who
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
-A balloon ascension and free is now recovering from a serious illband concert will be given at Wallace ness.
Miss Curtbert Iltioarh. of Oracey.
park Sunday- afternoon
Ky.,
Is visit-lag- Mies Sallie Weeks at
Carterville. Ill.,
-Old Reliable
home on North Fourth street.
washed nut, and egg coal is the her
Mr Moses Schwab. who. has been
cheapest. Bradley Bros, Phone 3all.
the east for severel weeks, has re---A balloon ascension and free in
turned home.
band concert will be given at Wallace
. Postmaster Key. of Mayfield, was
park Sunday afternoon,
in the city last night on his way
home from Birdsville and SmithCOUNCIL MEETS.
land, where 'he has been visiting
friends several days.
WU' Consider Plane for Severe DisMr Martin Vogt, of Golconda, a
trict. No. S.
well known merchant, formerly In
business here, is ill of appendicitis
The lower board of the general
at the home of his brother, Joseph
council will meet tonight, pursustnt
Vogt.
to a all extended by Mayor Yeiser
at the recent meeting of the comBank Closed.
mittee of the whole. The purpose of
Washington, Sept. 20.--- The
the meeting is to further consider
comptroller of the _currency anthe construction of sewer district,
nounces that Bates National hank. of
No. 3. This district is to comprise
Butler Mo., was closed today by acall the territory from Thirteenth tion of the board of directors. A restreet west to the city limits, north
ceiver will be appointed.
of Tennessee street and that section
north
of
Trimble
the
city
lying
of
les Thirty-Ninth Ballot.
street. It will have a separate outToledo, 0., Sept. 20. ----Elmer G
let, with storm water connections.
McClelland, of Wood county, was
nominated for congressman on the
MEXICAN REVOLUTIONISTS
thirty-ninth ballot In the Ohio Republican convention here today over
Captured and Plane for Overthrow James H. Southard, present Incumof Diaz Found,
bent.
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 20.--Six of
the alleged Mexican
revolutionists
Seattle, Wash., Sept 20.- Preswere captured at Douglas, Ariz., ident Roosevelt's nomination in 1908
charged with plotting to overthrow was demanded by the
Republican
the government. At the hearing sen- state convention today.
sational letters were introduced,
showing the plans to capttire 5,000
Plasterers and decorators make a
rifles from Culonel Preemie, at Cana- lot of money by haring the head of
flea end opierthrrow President Dias. the family trf to fix the plumbing
Later to drive the Americans out.
and flood the house.

A LITTLE WATER
And a little work will make clean
clothes if Hart's 0. K. Washing
Machine is used.

Deeds reed.
I. Nauheim to Mary E. Risers,
property in the county. for $800.
The West End Improvement company to D. G. Murrell, property in
the West End, valuable consideration.
-Marriage Licenses.
Ed Robertson, 30, of Illinois, and
Mettle Miner age 24, city, colored

THE 0 K1
Is as simple as the old wash
board and its principal is just
the same. Not being so harsh
on the clothes, it saves the
fabric and leaves the buttons on.

DEATHS OF A DAY1
Voneral of Capt. Dart
The funeral of Captain George 0.
Hart who died yesterday, will be
held tomorrow afternoon at 4:30
o'clock. the Rev. W. E. Cave officiating, at the
First Presbyterian
church, of which the deceased was
a member.
The active pall
bearers are
Messrs. J. A. Rudy, L. M. Rieke,
H. C. Overby, Richard Rudy, J. C.
Utterback, George C. Wallace.
The honorary pall bearers are
Messrs. D. A. Yeiser,
F. Paxton,
C. F. Rieke, M. V. Cherry, T A. Baker. S. B. Hughes, F. M. Fisher sena
H. W. Rankin.

TAKE: A LOOK

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO.

%N.N•.••
\ N.%
N.%
Notice to Coal Dealers,.
Pa.dusah, Ky., Sept. it, leo&
Bids will be received at the mayor's office, until 2 o'clock, October 1,
TIPS.
1906. for the furnishing of coal, nut.
lump, and slack, for the different
city departments, for -the winter,
1906 and 1907.
NOW IS THE accepted time for
The city reserves the right to reyou to look about your fire and tornaject any and all bids.
do insurance, as fall and winter are
" D. A. YEISER. Mayor.
coming. Remember the old and reIlabie feriedmen Insurance Agency.
gehosti Arbitration Committee.
The members of the board of ar- Office No. 128 South Third street. Of'
Residence
bitration are requested to meet at flee telephone No. 940.
represent
some
phone
No.
15111.
We
the office of E. 0. Boone at 7.30
of the oldest and best insurance como'clock tonight for business.
panies, which are paying their iroses
E. FARLEY, Chairman.
promptly. We protect your Inters its,
and you better be safe than sorry.
-Hemp« for the Horne Show will
Give us a call.
be wad at auction is the lobby of the
WANTED-Runabout. Phone 988:
Palmer. Monday evening. September
HEATING
and stove wood, Frank
24th, at 8 o'clock.
Longa, both Monis 427.
• Clarence C Perry, of the Hardy
Buggy company, left this morning for
his old home, Paris. Tenn . to spend
his vacation of one month.

TODAY'S MARKETS
°urnDec.
May
WisestDec..
May
OatsSept
DecPorkJan.
CottonDec.
Jan,
Mar.
Stocks*
I. C.
L. & N.
P
St. P.
Eo. P.
Penn.
Cop.
Smel.
Lead
C. F. I.
C. S. P.
8.

43
43%
Opew
74t
78',

43'"4
43%
Ocoee
74%
78%

34
34Y4

34
34%

13.010

13 90

922
9.31
9.45

9.21
9.30
9.46

1.73
1.49%
1.86%
1.50
J.76%
.
97%
1.12
1.13%
1.544k
79
56 1,4
1 -.06%
44%

1.751
/
4
1.60%
1.88
1.52
1.73-44
98
1.434
1.13%
1.55
79
87
1.07
45%

Local Markets.
Dressed Chickens-20c to 35e.
Eggs 20c doz.
Butter-20c lb
Irish Potetoes-Per bu, 70c.
Sweet Potatoes--Per bit. 75c.
Country Hams- 15c. lb.
Green Sausage -Sc. lb.
Sausage-1+0c lb
Country Lard-lie lb
Lettuce-5c bunch
Tomatoes-10e gallon.
Peachee-45c basket.
Beans--10c.
Roasting Ears-Atte dozen.
Cantaloupes-20 to 40r doz.
Butterbeans--10e. quart.
Celery-40e dozen.
PADVC'AFI GRAIN MARKET.
Witeat,`65c bu.
Corn, 64c bu.
Hay-From Jobbers to retell dealers--Strict grades. Choice Tim ,
$17; No, 1 Tim., $16.50 No. 2 Tim
816. Fancy northern clover $16.
From country wagons at public gnatto very poor. VI to #17
per VAC Or endow; mixtures.

••••••••••••••••••••••••it
Ky.
HORSES FOR BALI--We have a
few nice drivers and farm mares left
that must be sold at once. Mt-Nelli
& Snyder. at Harper's+ wagon yard.
A MODERN HOME for sale. Six
rooms, bath, furnace
hardwood
floors, up-to-date in every particular. Apply on premises at 416 North
Fifth street.
_
or lAN
awi
to-stayoothe
Nice little girl,
p;
erewhite
colored, to
help nurse baby two years old. Good
horn,' and wages td nice child. Call
at 220 N. 8th St.

S. E:.- MORGAN. blacksmith, 401
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for Acre stone side wire Gees, the
best rubber tires made.
WANTED-- Nice little glrl, white
or colored to nay On the place and
-FOR RENT-One ahle or storehelp nurse baby two yearsced. Good
428 Broadway. Phones 16IS.
home and wages to nice child. Call
FOR SALE- Thirteen-room nouse, at 220 N. 8th St.
modern conveniences. Old phone 464.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL-Mason
FOR RENT-Nice furnished rooms ry and concrete work a specialty.
408 Washington. old phone 2500.
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490.
roR RENT- rurnftMed room Residence phone 1237. Prompt at219 South Fifth.
tention to all estimates.
FOR SALE-A number one fluor NIGTIT -SC-I-1106L- Bookkeeping.
spar, 1126 South Fourth street.
Shorthand, Typewriting etc., only
CLEANING and pressing neatly $4 a month. Draughon's Practical
done. James DuffeY, old phone 718-r. Business College, 314 1-2 Broadwai.
WANTED-Good girl at 1500 Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
catalogue. It will convince you that
Broadwsy.
Draughon's is the best.
WANTED- Experienced saleslaCLERKS AND CARRIERS for
dy. Apply F. it. Kirby & Co.
Paducah poroofitee. Examination in
note
LOST-ftii
of MattLynch November. Government position.
to J. S. Eaves. Return to Sun for regood salary, tine future. Thorough
ward.
preparation by mail, text books furWANTED-Cook. Good
wages, nished. Rush. Address 288 interwith room in yard. Dr. Sanders, 318 State Bldg.. Cedar Rapids, In.
8. 8th.
VANT7F1.1--Will Day 14.00 per
FOR RALE CHEAP One small day for first-class tight barrel headsafe and writing desk Apply at 640 ing sawyer
Will pay good wage.;
Broadway.
for block wheelers, square heading
WANTED -Man to attend to ettlIers, stackers and pitcher's. Come
horses and rows: Appty 1600 Jones On. One circler and a number Of.
street.
block makers. .11. Alfrey, 'Attie
FOR RENT- Four room house, Rock, Ark.
1027 Clark street. Newly papered.
WANTED. FOR. U. S. ARMY Inquire 716 Kentucky avenue.
Able-bodied unmarried men between
FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot Ta- ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
males go to "Shorty's" Ill % South' States, of good character and temperate habits, who can speak. -read
Third or 127 North Fourth.
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, (Rd and write English. For Information
442, New 598. Delivered promptly. apply to Recruiting Office, New Rinimond House, Paducah, Ky.
E. E. Bell & Sons.
VETERINARY HospiTILE Ntettr
FOR RENT-Nine room Ole.
with bath and sewer connections, Jcf tal, Farley- & Fisher, veterinary errSpecial facilities
geonit and dentists
ferson and Fountain. L. M. Rieke.
have been provided for ID constructing
FOR BRICK WORK and grate re-hoseital whtch enables us to
pairing apply to F. Augustus, old our new
diseases of torso; and dogs
treat
all
phone 832. New phone 690.
in the moat modern manner. We have
FOR RENT-Two furnished rooms
a clean, airy, sanitary- smit up-to-date
complete for light housekeeping.
Pilsen and one theet is complete in every
1209 Jefferson.
detail. We invite you to call and InRENT- Three unfurnished spect our pace. Office and hospital.
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at 129 South Third street. Office phone
1'07 Monroe street.
o:d, 1345: new, 153, retrence, oti
ONE NICE front room for rime phone 1816
with sty modern conveniences. GenTHE AFIANT W. J. Forrest states
tlenyen preferred. inquire 713 Kenthat he did on the 17th day .‘Septucky avenue.
tember take up as stray one dark
tiotigt- AND LOT for sale- Lot hay or brown mare about 10 years
Oxtail. four room house, 420 Soutb old about le hands high and about
12th. Price $500. For particulars see ti50
pounds. marked
white on
Mrs. Lizzie Ray, 420 South 12th.
sides saddle marks, scar on right
WANTED-Six young men
thigh in foid, and appraised by C
years old or over to learn tarries.= W. Emery at $100 and hereby made
and saddle trades. Apply to 1036 of record and in the stable-of W. J.
North Eighth street,
Forrest on North Eighth street in
$AILE-tObaciesTactory oor. the city of Paducah. Ky. W. J. Forner Flfth and May streets. Paducah. rest, Subscribed and sworn to by W
Ky. AVIA, to the totpeelal Tobacco J. Forrest this 19th day of SePiewl
conSpany of Kentucky. Henderson, bar, 1906, C W Emery, J. Pi

FOR

_it_

*
, aaa
0/11
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IN FARMER'S HAND
IS ASSOCIATION
Dark Tobateo Leaders Reply
To Criticism.

ius pit:#.11,10.15, becomes the board of
dime-tors of the corporation, and as
such, absolutely control the affairs
of the corporation. The farmer Mee
for the dIstrict chairman, and the district chairmen vote for the executive
committeeman or county chairmaa,
who by virtue of his election becaues
a member of the board of director's,
and stockholder in the same corporation, under the rules of the new charter.

The executive committee now is,
state Contemn of Articles of Agree- and always has been, the law-making
ment of New Organization of
power, and under the new charter,
Planters.
and the rules adopted by it, the Powers of the executive committee has
not been Increased or abridged.
CLAIM IT IS .iN

FROM Mr

- orric

Facts.
• Whe
bigg.
coal.
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ikille
night
dirt,
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quote
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Office
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Theat

Kl
Tonight
Thursday
Friday ...
.
Saturday
PAIR
.
Vaudeville
Horse Show
Novi
Ills the reit
Lyman II. Ho:
the most stet
A.'
sttltutions
that the pribli
and bored by
early projeeter
&nook Mr Is

•

The Charter.
These are the provisions of the
new charter, every false statement
to the contrary notwithstanding.
Whereas, The Planters' Protective
Association of Kentucky. Tennessee
and Virginia was notorganized for
profit to Ile stockholders, but solely
for the purpose of aiding the tobacco
farmers dr said states to Deli their
tobacco through said association, in
order to more effectually fight a depresialon of prices, by the tobacco

ItfrzA N311-8

River Stages.
KENTUCKY
15.1 0.8 fall
Cairo
Moiler/es Minstrels
Thursday
Chattanooga • ••• • • • 6.1 1.3 rise Friday
Phantom Detective
St'd
7.3
Cincinnati
Saturday .... Thoroughbred Tramp
5.8 0.6 fall
Evansville
PARK CASINO.
3.7 0.4 rise Vaudeville
Florence
Ail This Week
5.6 0.6 fall
Johnsonville
October
Home Show
3.1 0.1 fall
Louisville
1.2 0.1 fall
Mt. Carmel
Minstrels Tonight,
' 10.3 0.7 rise
Nashville
Mahara Bros.' Minstrels, the orig6.6 0.6 rise inal colored troupe, with male and
Pittsburg
4.1 1.5 rise femele performers, is the attraction
Davis Island Dam
9.2 0.3 rise
St. Louis
at The Kentliso theater tonight. The
5.5 1.0 fall music and comedy are said to be exMt. Vernon
7.7 0.9 fall cellent. The company carries a fine
Paducah

band.
The river has been falling with a
vengeance the last few days, as
Vaudeville at the Casino.
if to make up for the splendid stages
There is a change of bill at
during the time it usually is low. Wallace Park Casino tonight, wit. ,
Protective association:
The
Thesgauge this morning registered a vaudeville is the attraction.
• It is very well, that the new charstage of 7.7, a fall of 0.9 in the numbers are varied and entertaining
association
the
ter proposed for
last 24 hours. At this date last year. and drawing well.
should have been so thoroughly disthe river began to rise and on Sepcussed, both by friend acid foe, before
tember 25, had reached a stage of
"Thoroughbred Tramp."
called
was
the executive committee
the river has
15.3----higher than
"A Thoroughbred Tramp," Elmer
on to accept or reject It,
trust.
been this summer. However, this Walters' popular western pay, will
Therefore, the stockholders of month the river stayed
U may be conceded that the parties
up longer
lie presented in its original form at
who would be glad to see the associa- said Planters' Protective Association than It did last September. It Is
Kentucky Saturday, matinee and
The
Virginia,
and
Tennessee
vulnerKentucky.
of
tion fall, have found all the
probable that there will be another night
Thia season Mr. Walters is
with
.charter and do hereby agree with it, and
able spots, in the new
rise before the end or the month.
a feature In this production
making
have held thetn up to public scrutiny each other, to conduct the business
The towboat R. I.. Aubrey passed of the fast moving train, in a rain
accompto
solely
aud magnified every so-called defect of said association,
down from Pittsburg yesterday light storm, which he helped bring into
a hundred fold. After al: that has lish the above object. They further on the way to Memphis. This is the
popularity many years ago and it in
of
been written and said after circular agree that no dividend or division
boat, which sank last year near Lou- said the scene in the third act Is a
shall
after circular had been printed and profits, if. any should ever arise,
isville, when several persons, who marvelous attempt at realism. The
placed In the hands of the rankest ever be declared or paid upon any of were not of the creaw, were drownpiece has • well written story and
enemies of the association for dis- its capital stock, and every subscriber ed. The river authorities sued the
•
fun is fast and furious.
the
tribution among the farmers and to- to, and every purchaser of, sa:d cap- owners of the boat, the people' Coal
this
with
stock
his
accepts
stock,
ital
commitbacco growers, the executive
contpany, of Pittsburg, for allowing
"The Phantom Detective."
tee elected by the voice of the ballots condition and shall hold same under passengers to ride on the boat conoffer the
Rowland & Clifford
underthis
with
and
agreement
this
ago,
days
thirty
not
of the farmers.
trary. to governMental regulations. new melodramatic musical com.,
met at Guthrie on last Saturday, and stooding
Assistant Secretary Murray, of the production, "The Phantom
De'
It ,s further agreed that when this
enanimously adopted the new chardepartment of commerce and labor, tics," at The Kentucky on Fri,,
alimt
by
expire,
•
orporatIon
shall
ter.
recently handed down a decis.on, re- night. This will be the initial 1 ,
lion of Its charter, or shall be wound
It is not to he suppos•d that the
versing a judgment of $500, which ductien of the -novelty piece in
by agreement of Its stockholders
legislative council of the association up
the river authorities had received, city and is decidedly out of the
cease
otherwise
shall
or
law,
would rush headlong Into a business or by
holding that Thur. persons drowned dinar) treatrical novelty. It Is
to do business, if after payment of all
p,.,
proposition or enterprise without
were not passengers because the,. the old, pleyed-mit detective
Its debts and liabilities, there shall
careful and painstaking consideration.
had not paid fares.
absolutely difan
but
crudely,
put
on
In
treasury.
its
in
a surplus
Every fault of which the oppoiltion remain
The John Hopkins was the Evans- ferent, startling, mysterious play.
that avant. said surplus shall be paid
had Made note. was considered thorville packet today.
The most expert builders and inventover to those parties, who have duroughly and without bias.
The Dick Fowler was the Cairo ors of intricate scenery, mechanical
ing that year, in which said corporapacket this morning.
The committee nas no motive on
contrivances, pantomimic trickle and
tion ceased to do business, sold their
Hanovei illusions were employed to construct
the
of
good
The gasoline pasket
the
for
act,
save
to
earth
in
on,
sairealsociati
through
tobacco
struck a stag In the river in front the mounting of "The Phantom Detobacco growers. Can the opposiproportion to the amount of each ..of
of Bethlehem, Ind., 21 miles above tective," and with the cast headed by
lion to the association Ray as much*
such person's sales for the year.
Jeffermonville at 6 o'clock this morn- Arnold Baldwin and other players, a
The public is aware that the Tobacco
Every director in this corporation
ing and sank In three feet of water. chorus of show girls appear In the
Growers* association, when formed
shrill subscribe and pay for three
She was not belle Injured and will musical ensembles.
broke all precedents, and was an orshares of .stock at one dollar per
be raised immediately. The boat
ganization, the like of which, the
share and shall hold same under this'
plies between Bethlehem and Madi- KILLS 1110,REAR WITH HAMMER
world had never seen before. Proagreement and . understanding. and
and between Bethlehem and Louson
vision is made the stock in sent corexpire
shall
wrier his term of °Mee
and is owned by Ed Pernett,
isville.
poration, shall be owned by the exand his seri-mew shall be elected, he
Colorado Slitter Meets Bruin While
F. B. Smith and Ed Turner. About a
ecutive committee, each committeeto
stork
his
transfer
and
sell
‘'s'ay to Work.
shall
year ago the boat eanght fire as the
man to own three shares of stock.
his successor at the same price, to be
result of a gasoline explosion and
That he shall pay on.e dollar per
held by such successor, as herein
Ouray, Col., Sept. 20.--While on
her tipper works were burned. She
share, no more nor no less, that said
prov
way to work yesterday' morning
his
stork shall not be sold to any other
was rebuilt.
Star mine on Mount
It is further agreed that all sales
party, than a committeeman dui,
The Flitted States steamer Look- at the North
of this assostock
of
Kinley came face
the
of
shares
Abraham,
James
out went back to its work in the
elected by the rules of the constitushall be vo:d, without the cona huge bear In a dense
tion of the assorlation. That a re- ciation
Tennessee river this morning, after to face with
Kinley was armed
sent of the board of directors thereto
tiring committeeman and director of
its crew had been used in the in- raspberry patch.
regular meeting of said
loaded with birdshot and
the corporation, shall _sell and trans- elven In
quest of C. B. Ayers. the second en- with a gun
The
directors, the Flock shall be issued
drill hammer.
fer his three shares of stock at par
gineer on the boat, who was' found a double-hand
bear's
condition.
on
the
this
accepted
in
and
grin
the
of
discharge
or ono dollar per share, to his succesdead in his busk yesterday mornIt is further agreed that the
face infuriated the beast and Kinley
sor in office: that this corporation
ing.
to
their
farmers, who have pledged
to the hammer, swinging
mode
for
chartered,
not
been
haring
The &shill() will try to make week- resorted
baceo to this association, shell on the
left as the animal rushed
but to aid and assist the tobacco
ly trips to the Tennessee river from right and
farm Saturday in September, emetalclawed him. Finally a blow
In
and
laof
grower in obtaining better prices for
the
uncertainty
but
St. Louts,
their several voting
and he was soon slain
his tobacco at reduced cost of selling, ly assemble at
bor, poulble foggy weather, and the felled - bruin,
and elect one of
precincts,
or
places
walked ten mites to
no dividend shall be declared on said
farmer-freight Rinley today
dilatoriness of the
their number, chairman: and said
get his wounds dressto
doctor's
the
that
provided
further
is
It
stock.
shippers, may be expected to have a
district chairmen shall, rl the seced, dragging the larger part of the
onlv a suMrient commission shall be
say-so in the schedule arrangements.
ond Saturday in September, annual
voile-teed to pay the legitimate exThe sunken barge of sand was not carcass.
assemble at the court house, in
ly.
of
penses of conducting the affairs
raised yesterday at the sand docks at
several coanties, and e:ect their
Motor-Cycle Millioneire.
the associatlen, and that in the event their
the foot of Monroe street. They were
chairman, and the said county
the ansociaoa teases te operate. county
Camden, N. J., Sept. 20.--Hart
still working on it today with the exshall be reported to the
then ttle„mirplua, if anx Is to be dis- chairman
pectation of raising it before night. D Newman, the New Orleans mitstockholders of this association, who
tributed. not to the stockholders, brit
busy lionalre banker, Is being sought by
This was not the wharf's
shall elect said county chair/nen, dibeen
it
has
to the parties from whom
State Commissioner of Motor-cycles
day.
rectors of the association: PO that the
collected as commissions on sales. It
J B R. Smith on the charge or carshall, at eli
association
of
this
affairs
la further provided that all the above
motor-cycle license
rying a false
Porterage.
(Mlicl
times, be under the control of-rhose
restrictions, condi ns an .
Mt. number and exceeding the speed limat Evansville and
The
Ohio
tobecco to this sumbeing.
e face of who pledge their
are to be pa
is
Vernon will fall durigg the next 24 it, and an inyestigation
dation.
said
of
by
stock
lulled
the cerTifIcate
and Cairo, made by the county antherittes at
'At
to
Paducah
36
hours.
It Is further agreed that the presicorporation and the stockholder, who
Port Republic with a view of lodgwill fall during the next two days.
dent, general manager. secretary
with
it
accepts
foCV
s
the
Purchases
The Tennessee from Florence to ing a charge of manslaughter agatnat
and treasurer shall have the right to
the
the conditions therein stated.
the mouth, will continue falling dur- Newman In connection --with
sit .n the meetine of the board of dideath of Jocelyn H.' Bartlett, a tree
at
have
we
he
ing-the next 24 hour.
seen that
So It will
particto
have
the right
rectors and
The Misentsippi from Chester to holderi of Galloway township. It Is.
last reached a solution whereby the
ipate in the proceedings thereof,
executive committee of the associaabove Cairo, will rise today. als_doated. that-Attorney William C.
slightly
All- of the above conditions and
French, of Camden, on behalf of
tion, eletied_Akiresctly by the votes of
provisions are hereby arreed to by
enter suit
Bartlett's family, will
the fartmrs, cast at the several cotAccident.
Serbia'
all persona. who are now, or shall
211.-- Charles against Newman for S20.009 'damSept.
Ky.,
Slayfleld..
this
in
shareholders
become
hereafter
ages.
association, shall accept and hold Hareflove, the well known saw in111
house
name subject to all of the above con- man, is lying at the Hughes
Risers.
DeWitt's Little Early
ditions and all of said conditions on East Broadway in a serious congripe
shall be fully_jet out In every eertifit- dition as a result of an accident Mon' Pleasant little pills, that do not
Lang Bros.
by
Sold
and
or
seven
Piz
sicken.
between
day
evening
stock.
rate of
o'clock. Mr. Hargrove was driving In
A Big Meeting.
a buggy coming from East Broadof
Preparations for the meeting
way. When a runaway team came
Ithe members of the Planters' Protecup behind hint and plunged Into his
tive association have gone on apace,
rig PO suddenly that Mn. Hargrove
and everything points to a perfect
had no time to get out of the way.
crush at Onthrie on the twenty-secThe buggy was smashed to pieces
rates,
'evilond. Reduced railroad
and the occupants thrown out.
, nent orators. the best of music and
last. but not !mist by any mean., the
Good for the cough, removes the
Steady progress toward perfect sueeesa has made the association a mat- cold, the cause of the rough. ThaVa
ter of greater interest then anything the work of Kennedy's Laxative
else that the artrieulturalltits of this Honey and Tar-- the original laxabe comfortably
will
you
Contains no opisituated, too, this winter if , section have in mind today. The tive cough syrup.
and children of the to- ates. Sold by Lang Bros.
men,
women
'To suit you. See window
house.
coal
you let us fill your
bacco district anticipate brit one
for assorttnent. Prices from
money
as
good
as
is
Our coal
event today. the Guthrie meeting.
(isn't Reelsit Sailors in Fniffein.
care buy. We can furnish you
Washington, Sept. 20.- Secreta77"
nice bundled kindling, too,
. When two strong men come to ry Bonaparte has received a letter
right along with your coal.
blows, even if they are well-matched,. which endeavors to explain why SailIt is not a pleasing sight, but if the ors are refu•ed admission to lance
Order now.
Man who gets the worst of it will halls and other places of amuseBoth Phones 203
use DeWitCs Witch Hazel Salve, he ment, such as skating rinks, etc. The
will look better find feel better In writer informs the secretary that
short order. lie sure yon get De- men in uniform prove an Ilinch /nor
Witt's, flood for etarytaiticit Wee attractive to the ladies tkat tittle
,111 ont and rag*
fl for, including pile. Sc-Trl lv %Iran.
ii*P.
•
Lang Pros.
grieved.
The executive comraittee sends the
following communication to the members of the Dark Tobacco Planter's'
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Oral PIATIrtlicll glIVVICtitit, OWNS

COAL
COMFORT

FINE
PIPES!
CHEAP
PIPES!
Pipes
5c to $10.00

Johnston.Deoker I
Coal Co.

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND
TO COLORADO

summer. Special
Very low round trip rates all
reductions September 23 to 29 inclusive.
round trip rates all summer. Special
Oae way

Very low
Sercmber 3 to 14 in:lissive.
TO CALIFORNIAbe onreductions
sale September IS to October 31.
"Colonist" tickets will

TO tiOT SPRINRS, ARK.

Very
low
summer,.

r0003

trip rat"

all

Illustrated Booklets and Full information Regarding Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.
P. S. WEEVER,

GEO. H. LEE,

ock Island
System

Tray. Pass. Aft.,
Gen, Pass, Agt.,
Nashville, Tenn.
Little Rock, Ark.

shirt Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom 'waled only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY

it

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

W. F. Parlor,
President.

P. Pus V1tA
Assistant Cubist

R. RUDY,
Cashier

Citizen's Savings Bank
•

$100,000
60,000
100,000

Capital
sun a.

Stock holders liability

..

•

$250,000

Total security to depositors.-

Accounts of Individuals and firms solitited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.

1•••-•,-.-.t Paid on Time Deposito
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock

Third and Broadway

TO LET
Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices- double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

Fans! Fans!
CEILINfi AND BUZZ FANS
See Um For

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated
131.123 N. Fourth St.

Phclness 7,57

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plutnbing or Heating question is:
Who's the best to see? Ask yottr neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
132 South Pourth

328 Kentuczky Ave.

13th Phonon 301

SMITH & NAOEL'S Subscribe for 11E SUN and get the news
Drug Store,

I

while it is news.

lo

4,44
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6he Bath Comedy

BETTER COOKING !PURE FOOD RULES LARK'S
FOR ARMY MESSES BEING PREPARED
KIDNEY

D.j.
, AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE

School Established In Wash- Label in English Must Tell
ington Successful.
Whole Truth.

qf "Ti.. Pride of Jannico"
eiseeitleH T.

1900.

a Y

EGERTON

CASTLIS

President teems-welt Extends lee-ra- Place of Sienufasitupre to R.- Aceurtion of Eight Hour Law to All
suety stated dAld
logrediellto
Ih•partments.
Notited.
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t the news

He looked at her, uncertain to which
iionetement. Thee she tele( "Oh!"
of the lamented bipeds she maims&
"donna." soled lAdy Marla la the with an accent of suffering. for Lady
strident tome of 11015 dna 11101151110"PDF Maria had rapped her over tbe kuuesuadied of her aura eimmilallinal—tbe ties with the Instrument.
"Matrlaulathil fiddlesticks!" said Lord
voice of you, tap dear 02156
ari
sound In her tomer of being load— Villetaere at. "Selina, you're a per'Seam. how often Must I tell you that fect retail Madam" remarked' time
7
041 InUtIt dip tu
my glass yourself? weeds of the departed cockatoo, in
Wbeis that over Mere? Where aro my dining Me crest with mach dignity
eyeseasses? Who that, did you,..r? toward the bieolulog Kitty, -1 wish
Mistress Bellatrar Humph! And whoa rou good maralne."
she get with her hi tow now? Who
('HAPTIt X III.
did you say? Louder. child! - Louder! 441•94
HERE must have been a curlWhat makes you mumble so? Who?
OUti magic lu the words, "My
Nerresey? Lord Verney ? Why, that'
future wife," for no sooner
use "Ploy. Tell him to some to we this
had be pronouneed them than
inhotte. De you hear. Senna? This
multiuse! I won't have lien fall into the .ord Veruey became several inches
alter, a distinct spats broader and
net of Widow Bennie'!"
The cockatoo topknot nodded vebe- quite tierces's:suably older. In fact,
nieutly. Poor Mins Selina, agitated from boyheod be bad stepped to unues
between sonseloustiests that tee wbole estate. He looked down proteetiugly
pump reoni was se-being to Leer Ma- at the little woman banging ou his
uls 'sentiments aisd terror of her arta. 'rhe seriousness of respouelbility
rtIllirt41, took two Stella upon her settled upon his brow.
errehd nud baited fluttering.
"Ab. Verney," siooth Mr. Stafford.
Lord
Veruey had flushed darkly purple. flicklitg a hot brow as lie sinehed in
Mistress Kitty hung %%eh yet more out of the sunshine, powderea with
affectionate weight upon his arm asist white sitot from his walk and atiil
smiled with sweet uueineeiseisitess. buisbliag with laughter. "AO, Veruey.
For the inotueut she was as deaf as pinying but,erfly In the golden hours
Lady Maria.
while ether fellows toil in The sweat
The lattere elawlike band had uow of their brow! Jingo, lad, lint- you've
illseogaged a Meg stemmed eyeglass lit tut tee very rose of tie garden.
teen her laCell.
ellieress Kitty Bellaire, P kiss your
"'Vs. Indeed." she prououneed in her hand."
ioulipandlng has& -my nervy Verney
At ails Neste's' Kitty felt her filwitbehat vile Bellaire! Nervy! Hero ter* Lord's arm plows her enters to
I say: Selina, fool, have toe gene to his ribs, while be stralgliteiusel his
sleep?"
youthful back.
An echo as of titters began to circle
"Mr. Stafford," tsegaii lir In solemn
round the pump remit. The painted Noes, 'Ibis lady"
fees of Lady Flyte was wreatbed into
Bat die, knowing whit was coining.
I smile of peculiar signillemzuo as she laterrapted ruthlessly.
whispered over her glass to her par"And pray. Mr. Stafford.- quoth she,
ticuktr friend of the moment, Captain cocking her head at Mut with those
epieer. This gentleman's pallid visage birdlike airs aselegestees that were as
was illumined with a radiative of natural to her as to any mincing dove
gradate] spite. His lips were pursed —Mistress Kitty being of those that
as though upon a plum of superdele begin by making eyes in their nurses'
Pious gossip. Ile began to whisper areas beton: they cell *malt and and
sod meanie Young Rquire Green ap- In a modish lace nightcap for the beneprootebed, the couple with an eager ear fit of the dortor -"anti whence may you
Slid in istioetee noddy rave that Move come so late and thus heated?'"
to lotsk vastly wise.
"Whence?" feted Mr. Stafford. and
'1 assure you," mouthed the captain. overcome by the humor of his recollec"Wae 1 sot there?"
tions roused the soitenn echoes of the
"lit his bedroom ?" reed Lady Fine, pump room by his jovial laugh "Ab,
with a shrill laugh.
you may well ask: i'rout the merriest
Lady elaria's svekatoo crest rose meeting it ham ever been my fate to
seemed to Kitty 14.'i- *seethe Oh, the face of him in his
more fiereely
lairs as if she besird the oh! lady's i chair, between his gout and his temJaws rattle, It was certain that in per! And fire eating Jasper all for
ber'erath she squaweed louder than I bullets, and old Foulke teeth ready to
eves the late latueuitell Totn. Then • drop out of his head at the lotlecorousMistress Kety. who, to say' the truth. iness of
all! Spicer. man -ohs! -hoid
began to find the scene a little beyond 'in. up. Oh, madam," cried Mr. StafeuJertnent, felt the young arm moms ford, wiplug tears of ecstasy from his
wheel she leanel stiffen, the young eyes and leatang as unceremoniously
figure beside her rear itself with a new against Spicer as If the lattees lank
meanness
figure were a pilaster specially in-Pray. Illatiess Bellaire." said lay tended for his support- -ob. madam.
Loma Verney- he spoke loudly and, to I could make you laugh bad I the
her
with perfect fissility. even breath left for It."
dignity- "will you allow ate to Intro"Indeed." eried
Mistress
Kitty,
duce you to toy aunt. lady Maria Pre plunging In again, as it became evident
demos? Aunt Maria." said be, and hie to her that I.ord Verney, with the gen
voice rang out finely. Imposing a gen- tie °Whiney that Was part of his
eral stlenee. "let we preenst Mitres* eharorter, was mice more preparing to
Helloing. l'his lady has graviousie coo- make his nuptial statement. 'Mr. Stafdescended to aecept we as her future ford. please speak, then. for In moth
husband. I mu the happiest and most It seems to me a vastly long time since
I hare laughed."
botaleed of melee"! Isst seutenee
cried out still
"You aetually make me curious," put
emote etupbatiselly than the reel and In Mr. llitaiord's prop.
ftbea repented It with his eye on Kitty's
"Oh, dear, oh. dear!" sighed Mr. StafsuOilealy. flusbed cheek. almost in a ford in a fresh lit_ "Ha, ha! By the
whbper and with a slutrer of istrogsg Way. N'erafey, weren't you also to have
etnotion.
walked with the Jealous husband this
The astounded elistrests Kitty rose morning? Ale by the name token, and
from her sleep courtesy with a swelling you. too. Spicer? I'm glad you didn't,
bear.
for If either of you had put lead in hint
"The dear lad," she said to herself. I'd bare mimed the best joke of the
"The dear, inuocent, oblvairons lad!"
season. Me, he. aka-ha. ho, ho!"
There WSK almost a slimness in her
"Mr. Stafford," said my Lord Veruey.
beiSant Meek 'eye. Her emotion was as solemn as any owl. while Mistress
of a kind she bad never known before: Kitty, sought by the infection of the
genial Stafford's mirth. tittered upon
It ettes almost ruaterual.
Under stress of sitiesten genuine rave his ann. "I hare deeper reason than
tine the wit of Intrigue In the dermal you thlak.of to reef:dee that the absurd
yromau fells in Mitoses's.. Mistress mistinderstaudiug was cleared up be.
Bellaire found no word out of the WAS tween Sir lover sod await This
lady and I"situation.
-Oh, dear; the Joke, the Jokasie -pried
Lady eleria's cketroess bed inereessed
Mistress IdellaIrs, with load inipatience.
to an misruling (*stout.
"Bratinett. I'm cure," She mumbled, and stamped Me RD* feet- —
stuck oat her dry heed and withdrew
imaged Mr.
far
It before illetress Bellaire had bad Stafford. -lact-ifou lout been there to
dare It with me!"
time to toed' it.
"This lady"— quoth Lord Verney.
"My future wife:" bawled the bud"I wish indeed I had been!" cried
ding peer in ten aged relative's ear.
It was slit-toys to note how old Lady site. And in very truth she did.
"Mistress Bellaire." mild tl3e determinMaria seemed stitkienly to have beeowe. Huddled in herself, she nodded ed lover, "has consented to make me
the bapplest of tneu."
vatoutly at her nephew.
"Eli?"eerted Mr. Stafford, and stopped
"Thank, pa for asking, eleisi." said
abe, "hut the waters try me is good on the edge of another guffaw.
Mistress Kitty east dawn her eyelids.
deal."
•
Verney attenOtted another See felt she looked demure and almost
Lord
hombre!, and site hated hireelf in this
shout In vain.
"ao Sir George says," remarked my character.
Ur. Stafford was one of the thirtylady.
".'Tis the very eye of my poer dear seven lovers of whom the lady had
spokes so confidently.
Toto." thought Mistress Bellaire.
"Ale madam," cried tie reproachfully,
Lord Veruey looked round In de*pair. Miss Melina thought him mon- "let not enough to keep itie forever In
strous handsome and gallant, and her bade*? Must you ilf•Mia add to my torpoor old maid's heart warmed to the ture by showing me another in part.
my little Verity," be weet
lover Its him. She approached Lady due?
on twilled good nation** to his pang
Maria and gently lifted her trumpet.
Lady Maria. glad enough of a sliver. rival, "It is but fair to warn you that
you will be wise to pause before getPion, applied it to her ear with
ting yourself measured for your halo.
woutod affability.
"What Is it, my dear? Any sign of The paradise of this lady's favor Is
(sleet, do I not know It?) of most prethe declines?"
"Your nephew," said MISS Selina carious Maitre."
"This lady, sir," said Lord Verney,
in modest aerente, -your nephew. my
Lord S'erney, wishes to Inform you with rigid lips, "has promised to be
that be is about to contract a taste- my wife." It was fortunate that Mr.
Mout& alliance with the lady be Ms Stafford had a prop; under the shock he
staggered. Man of the world as he
Just introduced to you."
Miss Selina blushed behind this Was, the most guileless astonishment
wee seatesode teteeseesesoun
otealeitit.
tiktOt411.1. a Vie likadA.---414.--ak
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(To De Ouidloneed.)

NO BIDS

TO

ITRNIKH CHINK'S. NO

Washiagton. Sept. 20.—Schools for
"bakers arid cooks," recently established in this city in charge of Capt.
F. J. Koester, of the subsistence deeartment, have hese quite succe,sful,
according to Maim- General Great,
and in a short time, he says, the grad
tiates of these school% will make
themselves felt in the army, and their
good cooking will add to the good
health and contentment of our enlisted force and consequently to the
efficieney of the army. The cooks'
schoo: took charge of all the 1.11111
patty, hospital and, detachment messes at Washington barracks
No Rids to Furnish Chinks.
Thus for no bide have been received by the isthmian vassal commission
for furnishing Chlaese laborers to
work on the Panama canal
By the
terms; of the commilotion's proposition, bids are to be received up to 10
o'ckwk a. to tomorrow- . Many inquiries have been received I y tee
commission ae to various phases, of
the bidding, but there is not the
slightest indication of the nature or
the number of the bids that may be
reoeived. The commitment ie In cornmunleation with about. 150 corporations, firms and ludividuals, any or
all of whom may submit bids.
More Perchance of Silver.
The directors of the mint today
purchased 20.0.0-0.0 ounces of line silver, one-half for the Denver and oneha-if for the New Orleans mints, at
614.36 .cents per ounce
'Extension of Eight-Hour Law.
President Roosevelt tvelay extend
the eight-hour how to apply to all
public work under the supervision of
any department of tee government
This order affects more particularly
work on ever and harbor improveO14.0 is.

GEOGRAPHIC'Al.

TITLES.

I

GLOBES

f

Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Di3ea3e3.

FOR RENT I
Nice house centrally located, only

$7 Per Week

SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses glve relief, and one Mx
will cure any ordinary case of Kidney or bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, cures Diabetes.
Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in
both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box no the no cure no pay baste
by Mcilserson's Drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole Regent for Padaash, or sent by mail upon receipt og
price by Lark Medicine Co.. Lout/011s. K.

Fine for private boarding
house or for two families.
Three blocks from Broadway and in good neighborhood,
Water rent
paid. Ring 834-r or call

New York. Sept. 2e.—At today's
:session of the special commission on
rules and regulations for the enforcement of the pure food and drug act,
at 4a8 Broadway,
Commissioner James
Gerry read
the tentative regulations prepared by
the sonamiaelon regarding the use of
the label
Those regulations provide that the
label shall be printil in English.
The ty pe naming art:ries contained
Lose Oak, el,
shall not be smaller than long primaill1M11111e
er caw except in cases of small packages when the size may be reduced
In etect tally ...sail Oct. 31, 1906,
proportionately. The etantifacture
and place of production shall be conspicuouely stated.
"COAST LINE.
If the package contains more than
and
MACKINAC"
one substance and only
one
edam* is designated on thy label, it
is a misbranding. The law will not
From St Louis or Memphis
Tbrougo tourist sleepers. Greatly
go into effect In the ease where labels
reauceii round' trip hotneseekos'
are already In hand until July
1, " rates to the west and southwest
1 907.
first and third -Tuesdays each
The tentative rules provide furmonth. Liberal limits and stopover privileges.
ther that a food or drug product shall
For Nees, map folders. etc., see
be designated by its Eugesh name
t ticket egret, ur siVilsoe
or in accordance with the phafmaco111 T 6 RATING:3.T P i Is. Pm. It.
pieia or netioriel formulary. There
ell Mess
, Losistas, Ily
"los fa.
must be no misstatement as to the
._
'ekelocation of the place ot manufacture.
George I. Douglass, representing
SPEND YOUR VACATION
the drug trade, motested against the
ON THE GREAT LAKES
requiremeet that the place of nisouC
TfaVflillg ii., it
II 111•• 94
4,1,4,1 4 4I
11104
,
1144 fie clIr
D. A. Baty,Prop.
facture 'should be stated on the lebel
hi. 11 mane.- 3 I )11f, lure
vatit.egmt
provtl,
,fti,
METROPOLIS,ILL.
In the case of drugs
4 - •1!...41r,
fort sty pri
The ruling provided further that
••• 1.11
Throogt! .11‘. krt.
----tie,1,-.1
to It.
lagot.igt
mad
shouldNewest
and beat hotel In the "AO
no geographical name
be toted
c TimE TAnt
D
Two large tiampi.
on a product when it bore np relation' Rates $2.00.
,
MACKINAC Caiv,
1..r.T04,10 1/10,1•0&''.*.
to the place of mauufasi tut« of the • rooms,
Bath rooms.. Blectx1c
•T ,esdar• &
product.
.
11.0,no /Ann *milt
!lignta. The only centrally locatee
•&11,414110441q1 & F,,day. 9 .114 A
Ed ward Cu dem an devlared that,
'tot',•
verrk
per
Tnps
Your
hotel in the city.
jtstle ,it,
the rule might not prevail as there
••, s.-1,
•••••e•-•
fkomsercial Pierson/1 Solicitei.
were numerous articles hearing geo•• graphical names which bore no refpwat• w••t.
erence to the place of manufacture
DETROIT • CL CCCCCC0
HO4 noted
Katnr corn and Delaware
CP
DIVISION
10.30 P
Law* D•trort doh it
grapes
Cl.rwland
ti•tly 5 30 A M.
Amy*
CAMPBELL BLOCK
CI...4mi 04.4 lilt P
--------- —
Mow. Doteot MOT
5.40 A Y.
Telephoner Offic•, 369; iteilltienCe, 7111
1.tiroiA sod llovelavaA AmpSy
TOO RIO TO PARADE.
ly/J.4 and Awitos
C aT LOADS
by. NW*st
mrea,
Itertium if Bailey continue Nuereassful
S.nd
to., coat demo to, ilimersami
of the most thrilling realistic pictures
Experiment of ElImiluithalt
Pwepleat. Menem
ever stein WI any stage. The great
Street l'ageantM.
A.• Sell•NTTA tea Ploalood M. T.11.
Immo, MIA
moment wben the sodence bolds es
DETROIT& CLEVELANDNAV.Cd.
A circus that Is "too big to give a breath comes when Jack Hence, the
street parade" Is a novelty even in gambler sheriff, who has pursued the
PADITUAli
AND
these day% of colosral! enterprises and girl's :over his rival, to .her cabin, DVANSVILLE,
CAIRO LINE.
mammoth amusement Institutions. after wounding hint, has his slides-

iii

J. SANDERSON

CALI ORNIA PACIFIC
hORThWEST 4 MEXICO
Cheap Colonist Rates

Missouri Pacific Railway
Iron Mountain Route

To

NEW STATE 11OTE1

11111 L. VEIL &

INSUR.ANCE •

lestennatic Mail Tubes.
The poetofflee department opened
bids today -for carrying
malls by
means of pneumatic tubesior
device. The act of congress making
appropriations for this service provided that for a period of ten years
the postmaster general shall not en- But that Is the announcement of the ions allayed by her and hosids out his
ter into contracts exceeding $1,250.- Barnum & Bailey circus, which ex- hand to saY good-bye
in the mo0041 per year.
hibits in Paducah September 27.
ment of her triumph. as Rance Is
In *peaking of the reasons for this about to go, bettering that Me prey
striking innovation, a representative Is not concealed theie. h discovers
FOR THE FRISCO.
of the big show, said recently: -The blood trickling down through the
F. W katterJohn Will Esonitor olds. Barnum & Bailey circus has become rafters of the loft and discoloring hes
So large that a parade is no lototer extendediipand and white handkerNene slum.. Deposits.
poesible or even desirable. if
we chief.
-could be absolutely sure of getting
"Oh!" says the ale riff, in his cold,
Mr. F. W. KatterJohn, bead of the
Into town by daybreak, the parade metalle, matter-of-fact tone, looking
KatterJohn Constructkm company,
would still be feasible, but with our up, "he's there!" Then his
hand
operating extensive stone quarries at
five long trains of cars, this is too wanders to his pistol. He lets down
Cedar Bluff. three miles east of
IMICh to expect of the railroad cointhe ladder, and in that same hard.
Princeton, Ky.., and one of tbe beet
panies. In many instances It Is Mor unsympathetic vole*, he exclaims:
known SWAP experts in this secUon,
9 o'clock before tbe last section ar- "Come down, Mr Johnson!"'
haa hero *staged by the Frisco eyerives, and 10 o'clock before it is unIt is the prelude to the great poker
tern to make a tour of Oklahoma to
loaded and the paraphernalia trans- game to which the girl challenges
look Into the rock resources and renferred to the show grounds. This tRea
rta
nc.e, with her characteristic or
der his opinion as to the feasibtlitY
leaves Just sufficient erne to erect the Belasco's knowledge of inspiring
efof establishes/ rock quarries. He will
big teate and prepare for, the afterleave tonight for Snyder. Oklahoma,
noon performance. To take several
begin the work and will be gone
hundred men away from the show
from Paducah several weeks.
l'exas Wonder
grounds at the most critieal time in
the morning, in order to give a pa- Cures' all kidney, bladder and rheuIa these days of rush and burry
rade, would mean delay In opening. matic troubles; sold by J. H. Gehlcourtesy is Often forgotten. In the
and consequent discomfort to the scheteger, 601 Broadway, Dr. E W
mad, pell men rush of our life little
public. To compel thonsandleof peo- Haleoeflice 2926 Olive street, _lit.
things are done to offend (bet we
ple to stand out in front of the en- Doubt,
rather remained undone. A hastily
trance. In the hot sun or rain, •beeause
earen meat and its resultant headthe giving of the parade has delay
ache may cause us social or financial
the opening for an hour or more, is
loss. The wise man or woman is the
positively cruel: but there IS freone who relieves little ills of this
quently no he:p for it when parades
sort by a little dose of Koeol for
are given. By eliminating the paDylipepsla. It digests what you eat.
rade the public is also saved a long
Sold by bang Bros.
Titre Street
and often uncomfortable -wait on the
streets pending the always more or
less delayed procession, which at best
comhas nothing new to offer, to say
plete line
nothing of the interference with pub
,
lic traffic and the busine es of the
city's merchants, Many municipal
governments have recognized the latter facts by their refusing to give licenses for the parades, or by making
the tax so high as to be prohibitive.
Street parades were all right when
circuses were small, and were necesin the city.
Our new woolens are a
sary from an advertising standpoint.
choice selection from the best
The Barnum & Bailey show is too
foreign and domestic looms,
well kaowo to need advertising of
We show many handsome
this character, and Instead of wasting
time and energy on a conventional
and exclusive patterns.
street display, every effort is concenYou'll find our prices modtrated upon the performance."

a

Evans.ill.-

(Ineerpe-ated )
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nh

Packet..

(Dee
pt Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Er-ea/ovine and way landings at 11 a. M.
Special excursion rate now in effect front Paducee to Evansville and
return, $4.0u Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpassed.
ATEAMKii DICK FOWLER
Leaves Pedurah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m sharp, daily except Sunday. Specie', eeenelon rates
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table unsurpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Atout. or
Given !envier, City Pam Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh _ebe Co's ollIces.
Both phones No. 33.
11111, LOUIS AND TENNTESSEIC
RIVER PACKET tettetPANT
FOR TENNIalSKE

S. E. Mitchell
326 S.

Carries the most
of .

There's Nothing
Beyond Us in
Garment Making

Bicycles and Supplies

Morgan & Wright
Tires

erate and pleasing.

D1CKE&BLACK
516 Ilroadvvery
Opposite Fraternity liaildtng.

A Thrilling Moment.
The second act of The Girl of the
Golden West," David Belasco's inspiring play of early California, in
which Blanche Bates has entered upon the second year at the Belabco
theater, New York, is said to be one

STEINER CLYDE
Leave Paducah for Tennessee Ithere
Every Wednesday at 4 p.
A. W. WRIGHT
Maate.
EUGENE ROBINSON
Cletir
This company Is not respoasIble
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat

DRAUGHON'S
guage44,
(Incorporated.)
NNW,312-311 Maw,aid 111311111.1.1
27 C.:ilexes la 15 states Positions se
curve of money RICPUNDRIJ. also Smelt ST
/MAIL. Catalogue will conviece yes that
teraeoreoo.•iv
Et.Wr. cot or owed for

Henry Mammen, Jr.

the standard of the world

tasted Is Third sod Isotocky,

$5.50 Per Pair

1

Hook Binding, Bank Work, Legs
and Library Work a specialty

War•-•••..a....40.***"'''...
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Ii ekome to Paducah Horse Show
and Conventions. Make our stole
your headquarters while visitinkr
in the eitr.

Rs members- of the Retail Metchants' .41ssociation we refund
round-trip railroad _fares to visiting purchasers.
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AWTUM DISPLA AT WILEZ
Is What the Pickchur Reprezents and This
Speling is the Nu Fonetik.

Wht
taiga
coal
!cif

nigh
dirt,
in a
buri
valw
quo,

Thare hay bin menny kritisismz--favorabl and utherwyz
---on
this speling, but awl the kritisistnz on our new Suts and
Overcots and Has and Shuz and Furnishingz hay bin hily
.komplimentary too our tast and jUjment. Awlwaz ferst to brin
out
noveltiz, we ar ferst too uz fonetix in our adz; but we dontg propoz too kary this too far. So weel drop back into old-s
tyle
Inglish and tawk about our nu styli in fawl goods. o

eki
•

C.
•

L

Ha
tweea
dbnt

PIT

4

New Things for the
Boys
Now, when it comes to the
Children's Departmeut we are strong. And °wb
y not? The
little io:ks in a measure look to
us for their
clothes and we never disam»int
them
And
let us say right here we devot
e as much at.
tention :o this department as
any in our
store. You will find Sailor Blous
es and Sailor
Russian Suits, sizes 2 to to
at $2.50 tU
$io
Ncrfolks, 'nth single and
doublebreasted, and the new double
-breasted beit
snits, sizes 3 to 17, at $2 50 to
Sta. Very
elegant white serge sults
'
and velvets in all.
colors, sizes 2', to 5, at $6 50, $41..5
-0, $io.00
and $12 50.
Youths Suits in all the snapp
y styles at
lito,00 to $30.00.

Men's Suits, Topcoats
The form•fitting idea prevails-in both suits
and overcoats.
Notable examples of it may be seen in our Canterbe
rry, CollegeBrand,The Washingrin and Henry J. Brock & Co.'s
Union
Libel Clothes. These are all designed for the young fello
ws.
This season's fads arc velours in wide plaids, gray chec
k worsteds, blue reversible overplaids; some interwoven with
contrasting stripes; some with delica* silk threa is
showing
through; single and double breasted; long, graceful and
very
swagger. We can truly say that we have the best
display of
clothing it has ever been our pleasure to show you.

Suits $7.50 to $45.
Topcoats $10 to $40
Raincoats $10 to $35

party
tionbtl
any

Celdren's Novelty
Headwedr

(inns.

eellt 0
i paled
from t

than
For these goods we maintain a special,
separate department—the largest in Paducat,
We pride ourselves on having just what the
mo•t particular want—things that can't he
found elsewhere in Paducah
We show
everything that's worthy in high-class farnishing4 for the little folks 'ibis department has long been a hobby of ours, and
this season we congratulate ourselves on
b iog abIe to offer such superior advantages
to our little friends. We Want the people of
Paducah—the parents and children, that is—
to become thoroughly acquainted with this
department
Children's novelties soc to $2,5o. Girl's
Tam Caps 50c to $3 50.
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Our Hat Department
are sole agents tor Dunlap, Young,
Mundheim,
If awes, Montague. and Freeman Hats Large
st local
handlers of Stetson Hats. Prices from
111.5o to $6,00.
We

We ar

WaLg..f•0eg
%COWINS

GORIER ouTF

7
VW

'Os

409- 41 BROADWAY.

Our Shoe Department
We are sole agents for Stacy Adams, Nettle
ton',
Barry's and Weille's Special Sh-es—k3 50 to
117.00.
We also carry a line of shoes for the boys at St.so

up,

et" to
knew be experience that the negro
'
had a pretty steady current of elec.!
trieity going through him, and
hal
had "been there before." Husbands:
got a chair and standing on It pulled
'
.it I \ NEGR0 %%1 thENS WHOLE the
negro from the windlass
The "CHRISTMAS TREE" IM
NE14.111i0RHOOD.
Juice was so strong that he could
J. CARMODY.
not free himself. His screams
awakened the entire neighborhood.

SHOCK

Goy Nance

U

Now PI

rhea

him Just a month previous.

LAST YEAR'S

"I could noesredlt the leformaDon which I received- after my
marriage," Colonel Carmody said

today, "that 1 bad married a daughFRANCIS ter of Mrs. Lillian Janew
ay, a wornan widely known in 'Washingtoti.

DOWIE OUT

Retirement for Incompetent
Officers.
Washington, Sept.
20.—General
Leonard Wood, in a report
to the
war dePartment, recom
menda the
enactment by congress of
the "elimTOM.% WINS IN ELECTION FOR
ination bill," which proposes
to
HEAD OF CHURCH.
place on the retired list army
officers
who do not meet the
requirements
in certain examinations.
He also
Original Prophet Received Only Six urges a provision "for a limited
amount of promotions by
Votee Out of Total of
selections."
LO111 Cate.
—Roses for the Horne Show will

They told me that
Mrs. Janeway
was the clerk in the congressiona
l
Leaf.% Against (11S Neil
and
library who wore diamonds and lived
!eenator
Maitre
Son-in-Law
and
11.01111F.R1' CHARGE
canoe* Eree Htmself—%liti Hurat the Willard. I also learned after
Troubles Have Airing in New
ries ti, Itescise
my wedding that my bride had been
York City.
Preferred
Against rmwal
ettfployed In the library
with her
Colored.
mother. But it Would not have matPs' sold at auction in the lobby of the
tered had she been a ecullery maid.
It does not coot anything to take
Pascal Gray, colored, is tinder arPalme
r. Monday evening, September
New
York,
Sept.
20.-It
is
such
I loved her then and I love her now.
the electric treatment in the vicinity rest charge
Chicago, Sept. 20.— Wilber Glen 24th. at 8
d by Laura Rogers, also a far cry from being
addressed by
She was introduced to me as Miss Voile*
of Seventh and Clark streets, but few colored, with
was chosen today by the peogrand larceny. Laura Mrs. Thomas C. Platt
as "My Dear Louise Snow.
Take advantage of the opportunities thinks that
ple of Zion City as their leader by
Pascal took her $50 dia- Christmas Tree"
Telple Tragedy.
to
being
denied
by
"After Mrs. Janeway'x marrra
oftered.• In fact what few have ex- mond ring, hut the police
ge to the overwhelming vote of 1,911 to 6
have so far her an audience with his wife,
Excelsior Springs, Mo.. Sept.
who Senator Platt she invited
perienced this privilege got the "hot failed to locate
20.
me fre- for his opponent, A. E. Bills. The —A triple
the missing trinket. is Mrs. Platt's daught
tragedy cook place here
er, that Fran- quently to Tioga Lodge
end" of it in the practicaNsense of The woman cooks
and
electi
subseon
was held today under the today. James Curry,
for the family of cis J. Carmody is nonplu
sed. He is quently I became engag
of Topeka.
the word and do not care ('or a re- Attorney James
ed to her orders of Judge Landis, of the Unit- Kan., shot
('ampbell. Sr., and convinced that
and killed his wife and
his wife, from whom -daughter."
petition of the experience. There is missed the ring
ed States district court, was asked then killed
this morning. She he has been separa
himself.'No cause is giv.
ted since May,
a windlass attached tO a city elec- claims that she had been
some time ago to settle the contro- en. J. P. Farley
with Gray would return to him
. of Leavenworth,
were the hos- NOTICE To
tric light pole on the southeast cor- and that he
OWNERS. versy between John Alexander Dow- also a
slipped the ring from tile influence
visitor at the Springs,
of Senator Platt's wife
Please have your Bete. I am
ner of Seventh and Clark streets. It her. Chief of
killed
le,
workfounde
r of the church, and Veal- himself by taking
Police James Collins withdrawn.
carbolic acid.
ing the city and I expect to visit va, as to
Is not known how the "Nice- Wimps's, made the arrest
himself, coodneted
who
should
have
contro
l of
Mr. Carmody, who
is United every house in the city myself
but it does, and it caused, a general the search but found
or Zion City.
noth4ng. Gray States assistant distric
—Hoses for the Horse Show
t attorney, de- cause same to be done by my
waking up of the neighbor. of Jailer was preparing
will
deputy.
The action of the Zionits today he mold
to go to St. Louis,
claren that It was because of his Please look over
at auction in the lobby of the
James taker this morning when a
your lists of per- practically makes John
Alexander Palmer. Monday evening.
promise of a brilliant future that sonal proper
negro man took a "lean" against the
September
ty and value the same at Dowie an outcas
Notice.
t from the religious 2-ith. at 8 o'clock.
Mrs. Platt angled patiently and your leisure thereb
Pete. "1 was up and stirring." Jailer
y
saving
time and organization which he establ
The Rector's Aid society of the
ished
skilfully for him while he was pay- annoyances to
Eaker explained, "but some in the Grace Episco
yourself and us.
several years ago and which has now
pal church will take or- ing Indiffe
—HARMELING. THE TAILOR,
rent
attention
to her
neighborhood were not. They did ders for
J. WE% TROUTMAN,
grown to large proportions.
paper flowers for the horse daughter.
FOR CLOTHES THAT ARE RIGHT
not remain asleep long when the fel- eho* '1)-H.
.
County Assessor.
NASH
TEMPORARILY AT 42n Mums.
Pit. Carmody says , that his surlow got against the windlass. It was
—Boxes for the Horse Show wilt W ST.
prise
on
learning on tune 14 that his
shortly after 6 o'clock. The negro
Did you ever notice how a girl he sold at auction In
Only an insignilteant temper is wife hid left
the lobby of the
him may bit appreci- with curly trottsea
was `wattles SW • ear
finshAnd• ,
lords it over -bet Palmer. Monday evening. se.its.entbej_
easily
.
CiTlimon task makes thy unated in view of a letter reeeivect by straiekt-haire
ci
,.at • o'clock.
'
004111mcm hero.
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CROSS IS CHOSEN
BY THE DEMOCRATS
S

PADUCAH. KY.. FRIDAY EVENING. SEPT"E
NIBER 21. 1906.

It is the daily average circulation of a newspaper that the
stirred advertiser investigates—
"High Water" days don't count.
The Sun's daily
ge het

DAMAGE WROUGHT
BY RECKLESSNESS

IN V ESI 144A1 loN PROMISED
Into ew Alleged Erauelp,
and Assaults
le the Democratic Primar
y.

STRONG CHARGES
IN WIFE'S BILL

10 CENTS PER WEEK

lam NOT CARRY
E A T II E R —

FRIENDS ON BOAT

(I math',' anis oreasitnuti !showie
r%
New York. Sept. sr --By District
I
chi or Saturday,
The highAttoruey Jerome.% orders, an investi
...t leliiin'ettallft•
gation was bogus today Into
Defeats Judge Pull ear By
month num 811/40.
atta 1.47 and the lowest
Fire Not as Serious as The fraud. and Maatilts committedalleged
tI
at the Airs. Alonzo Elliott Seek
tititsy w as 70.
s 111
primary elections On Tuesday
Overwhelming Vote.
According To Holing of' Tho
last.
Conduct of Rescuers.
John F. Cowan. who was defeated by
Ort't` aud
Alimony.
Local 111Spettors,
Jercival
Nagle in the contest for
the
Democratic leadertrhip of the Thir
More Balletic Cast Than Indicated by WOMAN IN SHOT MYSTERIOUSLY. eve
Light and Tee:pi
Wires, tomtit asseatisly district,
•
Number Voting Up to Three
told Mr. Street Inspector Made Defentbutt
ILLINOIS VET'ERANS IN REUNION
in
Broke China Cloeet and TramJerome Choate could bring 200 witJ. It. Lord luterestetl in iteeent fe •
Wife of Forme. Alderman of SpringO'Clock Yesterday.
Actiou
in
Circuit. Court—
,
pled Furtlit err.
nesses AO would tellers' to fraud
taken Governing l'ao...r.agrrv
Sart-item of the Eighty-Ninth Hold
field WoUndell While Driving.
The Grounds.
and intimidation at the pulls. Cowan
On Towle/ate
Encampment in Aurora.
was the candidate of Tammany LendSpringfield, Ill., Sept,, 2l.--A mysLIST OF CANDIDATES NeafED terious shooting,
Aurora, 111.4 Sept. 21
in which Mrs. Fred EDWARD T(K)Fee MOUSE AFIRE er Charles F. iturpte f,,r the district
Thire OWNS
leadership.
V Ale AtiLle
Nosiest, wife of a former alderman
PROPERTY eight members of the Mighty -ninth
THE CASE REPORTED IN FULL
of this city, was painfully
illipolet regiment gathered here toinjured,
FAIRBAN104 SPEAKS
took place near here today.
day
for.
the
twenty-Arai enema me
Airs.
1110405frieleresieleeestitedgeleeeseerse.
Fifteen minutes after the family
csenpmeta. They voted Aurora as
Hoeisel was shot in the :eft shoulder
Mts. Leery Elliott, wife of Alonzo
bad
left
the house for a drive fire At Ounserideem Ley ing 0f$5,0044,001)
the ney encampment city, despite
by: am unidentified man, who !tree at
An owner of • a manufacturing
Elliott, street inspector, yesterday
City Judge
I). A. Cross.
Ceuta Hones
the fact that Rock Island and other plant can carry visitors in and te,
her as she was about to drive around broke out in the roof of the home of
Aletermen--Ed 1.). Hannan,
aftern
oon
filed suit agaillet her
huh- Maces made a strong bid: Tht•
a turn in the road. The shooting Mr. Rdward Toof, 423 Clark street,
veter- around the Most dangerous maybe,
band for divorce front bed and board
Dr. P. H. stewart, E. W. Risher.
Chicego, Sept. SI
was witnessed by Mrs. Remits Rals- last night at 7;46 o'clock, from a
The
corner
and for $7,000 alimony. She alleges ans are front all parts of the country, ery, but the owner of a towboat ca.
J. W. Little.
stone of Cook counie'a $5.000
but the Chicago delegation of nearly Sot call his property so excinsi
ton, a neighbor of the .Hoelsels. At defective flue.
,000 several startling things
l'OUNt'ILNIEN.
ve'
in the peti- a score
Fire companies Not. 1 and 2 re- court house, erected on the site
soot
was the largest. C. F. Hotch- hie own. At least that is the iitVisio ,
as'
the
shot
of
was
tired
the we tion.
Fire Ward--H. R. Litelisay.
.
/
kiss was elected president.
as.'. assailant disappeared behind sponded to the alarm and hed the the old structure at Washington and
A. D. of the local boat inspectors.
Necond Ward—D. M. FlourThe petition starts out by saying
Se
Clark streets, was laid today in the
"
Curran
•railway embankment and made his fire out within 25 'ninnies.
The
,
of
Mr. J. B. Lord of the Ayei
Bristol
),
secret
ary
and
that they were married In 18S1 ana
tiny.
roof was damaged badly and water presence of an inintetise clued
treasurer, said A. French, of flticago, tie company, which owns now.
eseelie•
Tea have seven childr
,
Fourth Ward--Ernest Lackey,
en. She alleges that vice
injured some of the furniture In the, principal address was dells, red
president.
towboats and innumerable barges,
by he has In late
Alonzo trandell.
years been guilty of
back rooms. The house was insured Vice President Fairbetiks
up t.11 the last week hardly dared
associating with bad women, has
Fifth Want—eetergo W, Shri.
for $1,000, and the furniture for
ride on his own boats. Mush less
treated
ton.
her
In a cruel manner, and
MO. both more titan enough
o
could he carry business friends or
Mirth Ward — Charles W.
that at one time she
was forced to
cover all loss
relatives on a river trip.
Sonia.
leave hint but later returned. Since
There had been a hot fire In the
The river law says that a towboat
then,
Sr111101, TItUSTEES.
have not been living together
no.ino
mr.rrs To\IGHT Tel stove all afternoon. Olivia Howard,
cannot carry periOns who haven't dias
First '11'•rd—W. J. NIL v.,•11.
man
and
wife.
the cook, lost some personal effects
siusT SPEAK TRUTH OF letliElle rect business connections with
HEAR EVIDENCE.,
.
She alleges that he hats about $10.the
fleeced Ward—J. .teh Robertwhich were in the attic room. Much
S LI'S DO:let/tree:NT.
boat. The local inspectors had it,
000
SOW
in property and will conceal it
damage was done by the crowd of
formed the Ayer-Lord T.e compa
and do away with it unless
"heel N'ard—E. W. Beckman.
ny
boys and others who thronged the
weedy
that while it might be permissitee
action is taken in the settlement of
Fettrth Want—George Mimes
Prof. leib and Mies Emma Morgan house.
Boys broke through the Cal load Explodes and Nine
for Mr. Lord to ride on he ow.
the case. She asks for maintenance, "Virginia Ilene."
Fifth Ward—W, T. Herd.
Will Re Preeent—Hope to
Be "Virginia boats
screen windows and
trampled on
at will, he could not invite
pendin
Stott N'arte--Dow Watson.
Style
g
Bodie
Items"
the
Are
s
action.
Ntakc Progress.
mei
Found.
"Fernit. Haws"
stuff .hastily removed to the front of
other persons to do so unless their
Jowl Manus.
the house to escape the water. The
presenre was essential to the operaWalter Atterbury filed suit against
door of a handsome china closet was
tion of the business of the boat.
Lillie
Atterb
ue
for divore,e, alleging
After an hour's balloting by the broken off The house was plunged It Is Feared %laity More Are Under abandonment.
The local office of the Aser-Lord
Had there not been a contest beThey married January
Itehrls ot the Belittling
Wash ington
board of arbitration at the meetin In darkness fiy some one meting the
Sept. '2 I
tween the machine and the indepe
rtber Tie company was worried by the
13. 1005, and separated July 8,
g wires, and
nand tem.
rulings in connection with the en- deciaion.
the telephone connecdent element of the Democratic last night, for the eleventh man, no
1905.
forcement of the meat Inspection
selection being made, the matter was tions were cut. The house is the proparty at the primary yeeter
A gleam through the dee:knees of--day. It Is
perty of Mr. C. M. Leake, 617
law after October 1, next, were made technicalities was
Beath
doubtful if there would have been dropped. A tie vote caused all nomseen when a deWaukegan Hai. a Rite.
Fifth street,
public today by the secretary
!nations to be lost.
any man at all cast In Seine
of ag- cision of the department of comEXPENSIVE FIRE AT T %MN t.
Weukegan, le, Sept. 21. - Rusprericulture.
It was deckled to have Superintenmerce anselabor in a similar case
cincts. As it was less than 60 per
sian fleas, supposedly brought here
in
Diocese Ritual Change..
Anything savoring of fatse or a de- Louisville held that
cent of the party registration partic- dent Lieb and Miss Morgan to appear
by Immigrants, are becoming troua towboat could
Toront
o,
Ont
ceptive name win- net. be tolerated. carry extra -perso
, Se pt. 21.--Chnnges
ipated in the election, and aside before the arbitration board at its
blesome. A band was' driven last
na so long RA , no
Knoxville. T
"Virginia Hem" must be marked compensation Was
.. Sept. 211.—A night from
meeting tonight, when an effort to in the ritual and questions of modify'
from the city judge's race, not
reve,ved
for the
a
hall
on
more
South
Genesee "Vitginia
tag
the
ineeelt
relatio
ee
n
froal
of the patriarchs
Style 'lane" "Nem Phil- service. Mr. Lord can now
leo, Tenn., says a street,
get Into the causes of the school
than 750 votes were rest.
invite his
where they (the magicians)
milita
nt branch to the grand lodge, carload of 4
adelphia Hatn" must be marked friends to enjoy
exploded on the were practicing.
his own property.
The remit ia a triumph for the board deadlock will be made.
The insects are lar"West Philadelphia Style Rant." Thu but, of course
W. H Patterson was appointed to occuyied the time of the sovereign Louisville & iessfavilie tracks tithe ger and
, every tncrease
machine hut some of the conditiens
livelie
r than the domestic
in
lodge
*eat
of
Odd
ladsp- with eterride tones killword "ham" without a prefix indlcat- Passenger!
Fellows today.
mug be accompanied
species.
surrounding the result when analyz- =cage Mr. J. G. Miner's place and
ing
many
people
lee
said
the
Necta
was
r
sellout
of
preseu
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t
couted
is
/ DeePerat the meeting !aer- with a cor=ic locrea.p.
ed, look ominous for the party it.
ty damage to the extent of
r-tbrillMlertitiiiiittrr0
night. Tile board will Meet tonight
the municipal election. NM
rrne 'Run wa
since at 7:30
Nine
bodies were taken from the
but trimmings removed front
o'clock in the office of IIthe importuned to Vet the decision of
Judge E. H. Puryear was appointed
Wreck, five mangled beyond !dentin
ham and used in preparation of pute the department
so that local river
to the bench to succeed the, late Ill Boone.
cation. It :s feared many Weer hod'
ted or sausage or when used aloe e men could know
"It looks like a long drawn ote
where
towboats
Judge Sanders against the protest of
Ns are In the deed&
may be knowe as 'Vollesi hani 'ii' stand in the
matter of earning te
the city hall ring, that element has contest," Mr. E. G. Boone. a member AWAKENS DIRUGG
It4T Wil0 SEES
"ham
sausag
of the.Morgan faction In the board
e."
tra persons,
MEARST LACK OF DEMO.
been busy furthering the candidacy
BURGLAR RUN,
Frankfurter sausamt no longer min
of arberatian' stated this morning
Bin i we in 'aroma.
CR.tTIC NOMINATION.
of D. A. Cross, and his election was
The Decision.
be known as such, hilt must be cafted
"Superintendent Leib and Miss MorTaf01011, s
,pl. 21 --etre :sat eght
In reepouse to a request by' towfreely predicted
yeeterday. Judge
"Frank
furter
Style &settee '•
caused the-loos of lite-moues also
boat owners, the recent decision or
Purvear did not even know the elec- ten haVe Mee salved to appear' and
The rules dearly define what cote
lay all matters before us."
R. 0. Breadw•y Feel. Man [treating cremated leo botees. , Mrs. Peterthe department of commerce and
tion officers had been chosen until
Depend.; on Attitude ef
stitute
pure
s
York
New
lard.
but
nrescr
Supt. Leib stated this morning
sen. wife of a restaurant keeper, is
ibts that
in Front Doer at Eleventh and
labor In regard to the privilege of
late last Saturday night, when someCounty's one Hundred and
substance composed of lard Jtearift.
missing. Among the hisedings burnthat he Is prepared to present all recJaCk1(.11.
towboats carrying other
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SEWER DISTRICT
PLANS ORDERED
The General Council In .Joint
Session Acts.
Board of %1411crilien Fame.% Street tin
proveuient ordinances sad
Park Beads.
4

GO. AFTER THE BILL

r

rowrims

Farley place in Mechanicsburg was
deferred, pending a conference web
property owners.
Henry Rankin and Tarbel Laurie
were notified that they must set back,
fences now on public property on
Jefferson street where new
pavements are being built.
Mayor Yelser was directed to
swear out a warrant against a bid
posting firm for obscene picture,
posted.
The committee was instructed to
secure rights of way so that the city
can ettend sanitary sewers through
private property, this as a premt;
thin against delaying the
wet t,
Some rights of way will have to
secured.
All salaries and aceounts were :.
lowed.
Ordinances Acted On.
Ordinance improving by grading
and graveling Nineteenth street fruit,
Broadeiray to the Mayfield road, fir passage.
Ordinance submitting the proposition of Issuing $100,000 bonds for
park purposes, second passage.
The committee was instructed to
draft an ordinance for pavements,. on
Eighth street from
'Washlngtoi
Street to Norton street.
The matter of placing a light '
one end of the Sixth street bride
over Island creek was referred '
the board of public walks.
H. H. Evans was refused a core
house license at 628 North Twelf•
at reet.
John Golightly was refused a
quer license near the Illinois ti
trel depot.
The J. W. Counts compaby
granted a wholesale liquor lice,
at 11)3 South Second street.
The request of E. C. Eiker
open a saloon on the north side a4
deferred.
Several deeds and
transfers
lots In Oak Grove cemetery W .
t
ratified.
The committee was draw an ordinance to
for dry wells after January 1, 19inside any sewer district.
The city engineer was instrttit.
to have warrants issued f
•
to make new gas and wat.•. ..•
tions where street improvene •
work Is being done.
The board then adjourned.
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Complete Stocks Now
Await You at the
New Store...

3/4

Carefully selected, by expert buyers, with the object
in view to give .our customers more value, more
style and more satisfactiory wearing apparel for the
price than any house has ever offered heretofore.

We Realize
That in asking for your patronage we should merit it.
Your investigation will decide. Our clothing cabinets
are filled with clothes designed by America's foremost
wholesale tailors. Each suit is a model within itself—
a tribute to good clothes building—the kind we're
proud to recommend and the kind you'd be pleased to
wear. Suits and Overcoats for men and young men
$10 to $40.

THE BIG LEAGUES

Brooklyn
Cinclunati
Batteries Whiting
leasick and McLean.

FRIDAY, telePTIESIRER 21.

irs" Any-111,

The boards of councilmen and aldermen met as a committee of
he
whole last night preceding the regular aldermanic meeting, and issued
instructions to Engineer John
Alvord, of Chicago,-Te prepare at once
plans for sewer district Nt 3. so
that the city will not be delayed In
anyway in letting the contract. The
pipe will be smaller than the present
sewer pipe and the storm water will
be run Into the creek. Engineer Alvord has been titre aud Is acquainted
with the situation. He will be prepared to lIntah his work without the
delay of another visit. Following the
eonsinate• of the
whole
meeting
each hoard met sepaiately and ratified the action taketi by the committee of :be whole
Akkevnanic %heeling.
When the boaid of aldermen was
called to order Alderman Palmer
w•• absent..
The minutes of the last regular
and called meetings were read and
adopted
Mayo: Yeiser notified the board
that Mrs. Annie Crntclineld had sued
the tity for $10,000 damages for the
death of her husband who fell from
the Island Creek
bridge at Sixth
street and broke les neck.
The finance eommittee was asked
for a statement financially to see If
the city can send a delegation to the
meeting of the Ohio Valley Improvement asaoclat:on meeting at Portsmouth, 0., October 17-18.
Contractor Will Husbands contracts for building • Sowell street
from Astibrook avenue to Hayes asettne: Sowell strs'et from Ashcroft
avenue to Hayes avenue, and Hayes
avenue from Sowell street to Bridge
street, was favored. His bids were 83
cents, $1.34 aud 74 cents, respectively.
\eliouial League.
Thomas Bridges eons contract for
H
sidewalks on Fourth street between
1 C
Norton and Husbands streets, hints Boston
0 't
street, Ninth and Eleventh 'streets. (Asleep°
Batteries-- Pfeiffer and O'Neil
and Fountain a“-nue between Jefferson and Monroe streets, was rat- -Pfeister and Moran.
ified.
R H
The elf,. engineer was selected to
1 7
go with Mayor Yelser and J. Q. Ph.liadelphia
9 13 1
Taylor, of the board of public works. St. Louis
Batteries--Duggleby, Richie, mosto the national musk ipalities conDooin and Crist; McGlynn
it
vention meeting at Chicago next
Noonan.
month.
The committee WV: directed to
confer with Superintendent Mutterer
Burnett of the Paducah Water company relative to a new contract for
-water, the 20 ear contract expiring
this fall.
The request of the Paducah Traction that its tracks might remain on
Twelfth street was riled. The new
route leads down Tenth street from
Trimble street.
The request of J. M. Reece for a
refund of one,,month•s saloon license
was filed. net granted.
pe selection of R. Holland a.
4epnty assessor was ratified.
The board of *Odle works was
asked to iut down street expenses as
mach as possible.
Action on openlec an alley near
er
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Your Guarantee
In coming here is: First, a sincere desire on our part
to please and sAtisfy you. Second, the satisfaction of
knowing whatever you buy here is fresh, new and dependable. Third, the absolute assurance from us as
to the quality of the merchandite, protected by our
guarantee as to the lowest possible prices, oh everything.

R 11 II
3 7 lI
6151
Rm.. .

It's Our Desire

— RHE
New York
10 12 1
Pittsburg
4 10 4
Batteries.- MeGinnIty and Bresnahan; Liefleld Catunitz and Phelps.

.To make this store a place where you will always be
satisfiee. Where you can buy. with confidence, knowing that when it comes from us its right' Whether
you have buying intentions or not an early call would
be appreciated.

Second game:
R H '
New York
2 7
Pittsburg
3 7 I'
Batteries— Matthewson, Ferguson
and Bresnahan; PhIllItiere and Gibson.
A mericsa League.
H E
St. Louis
5 7 .1
New York
5 9 2
Called 1.11.-11111th inning on account
of darkaess. _
Batteries— Howell and
Rickey;
OriMtle Clarkson, Chesbro and McGuire.
R H E
Detroit
7 10 I
Washington
0 4
Batteries— Donohue and Pitene;
Patten, Edmunson and Wakefield.

Planning for a
Bridge or Whist Party
or do you rwed a new
pack for the social family evening
II your own home? If so, why
not take home a package of
RE you

FI

'Playing Cards
_
and supply
We carry

RHE
Cleveland
7 1,1 0
Boston
2 10 4
Batteries-- Rhoades and Clark;
Obelering, Armbruster atid Carrigan
Second game:
R H E
Cleveland
4 15 1
Boston •
314 2
Twelve Innings.
Batteries-- Joss and Clark; Tannehill and Carrigan.

•

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.

Kind That Do Not Spurt,Blur, Acratch

PIANOS ind ORGANS
take old instruments in
exchange

BRO.

a

full line of Counters.

Cards. etc., etc.,
A pack of Rex all Playing Cards,
superior in slip and finish and equal
to regular 25c. packs for 15c. -

W.B.1
Fourth IPHERSON
sad Bivadway.

About Your Winter S. upply of

-COAL-

50 CENTS PER GROSS ON THE FALCON SHAPE

DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
51 8 BROADWAY

Phone l041.a

See Bradley Bros.

We have them In all shapes—fine, medium and
stub points. We are making a 'pedal
°hietory juice until October ist cf

Sell on Installments aid

your needs at little cost.

Chips. Score Blanks, Bridge Score

The Hunt Round Pointed Pens are the

Manufacturers of

1 W. 1', MILLER

A TIP

SMOOTHEST i'R1TERS OF THRILL

I

Ther-e are the hest pens made regardless of the
price, and to get you to try them will let you
have 12 pens for.

D. E. Wilson at Harbour's Department Store

Sole agents for ,the old reliable Cartersvil
le, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339

eseregi„

Notice.
The Rector's Aid society of the
*warts Makes Pale Blood.
Grace Episcopal church will take orThe Old Standard Grove's Tasteders for paper flowers for the horse lees Chill Tonic drives out malaria
show. D. H. NASH.
and builds up the system. Sold by sill
dealers for if? years. Pries 50 coats.
--Our patrons are urged to have ---- - -- —
any necessary repairs to their heating
—11rmes for the Horse Show will
Olives made at once Instead of watt- lie st,td St suction in tin. lobby of the
leg unth the fall moth mete In.
f.. W. Painter, Monday evening. Seplessibet
HelSrlebergelr CO.
TelephOISPS 170.
24th,, at 8 o'olock.
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SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN—TEN CENTS
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MILLINERY OPENING
Exclusive Pattern' Hats

le

WO

-4*.:111`fr":";%11'11+1/41a1
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asiti

Wednesday

25th

26th
•

T'ou are cordially

41.

r

Tuesday
September

.446\

1;;;;;;(4.3144kkt44:
•

t

September

You are cordially
invited

invited.
p.

Special showing of evening
materials and wraps
for Horse Show.
g

Open
Tuesday Evening
7:39 to 9:30
I

ris with!) pleasure that we display before
you our fall stock, and

cordially

all to our opening—Millinery in

Handsome selection of
tailor suits, coats and
evening waists.

invite

particular

store in general—on September 25-26. Never before have you had the
pleasure of seeing as handsome display of
Dress Goods, Millinery-, Ready-to-wear
garments, Shoes and Carpets as we now invite you to attend.
:1 I ,Iintf.
—the whole

;

Music
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STENSLAND

SPECIAL SESSION
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MllSiC

eighth Cato the prisoner picatiee
nnilty. Mr. feemigifitein saps his of
te:e had Indispntabie evidence that ail
organised system among shoplifters
exists; that they are banefiel together
to pilfer treat t,ha Ida stores, whl:e .teift INS11{.1\11: MIA Hopi; Foit'
1.4)WKIt HATE.
other probsestoilals dispose of the
goods. Re said that every gams had
It "einkleg fund" to be drawn upon
;-sr the defense of these arrested.
Pilate Inepector Will Not Cionte for
Women comprise two-thirds of the
ttionii• Time, hut Will Hake
membership of ths•se gang'.
squie hetigee.

LOSSES SMALL

Rudy, Phillips 4 Co.
219-223 3140ADWAv

We Have Been
Looking for You

Etper:rileitts male in Germany
Yes. the season of the oyster and the buckwheat
shOn that butter_lieepa best if mixed
cake is drawing near and while the moth is taking
'New York Sept. 21.----The arrive' "Ws funny that a girl always
If Pailueah does not auto get a reThe "lid'' in Louisville is attract- wee '1 to 7 tan- ttent, of salt if the
here flout Mer0-^co (Irly
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hal tuitpte-rstrd the restalogue of an
art school end put a Princess gown
on a browse statue in a New York
ptrk. The newspapers and a certain
kind of preachers are now engaged
In dirawing great and obvious moral
lessons from the Real Estate Trust
company case Thu, we are made to
think bettor thoughts, when the lesson is simple and the illustration
popular stuff to talk about.

Secretary Wilson is to investigate
the flea problem, it is said. While
the bureau of Immigration
may claim
some jurisdiction. In as much as the
foreign bugs, which have thrown the
Milwaukee city government into confusion, have been introduced by fleeing Russians: yet the flea, like the
moequito, can still with propriety be
classed as a local issue. Moreover,
the flea problem presents some of
the difficulties encountered by the
war department in dealing with the
Putajanes In the Philippines. Thus,
it can be aeon that some delicate
questions of jurisdiction are raised
in connection with the subject; but
if Secretary Wilson is simply forehanded in startius a little presidential boorulet for himself, he will find
the flea prolific in Issues that are
close to the great body of the common people.
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St. :Louis, Sept. 21.--Tire board of
police commissioners, sat lug as judge
and jury, last night sustained
the
charges filed
many
months ago
against Chief of Police Matthew
Kiely and dismissed him from the
service. Edmund P. Creecy was appointed chief and Acting Chief Gillaspy was retained as stasietsnt. The
board refused Kiely's request that
his old captaincy be given back to
Lazy Bill: sres weather is a noosancts"
him.
Kiely's removal eliminates
His Pal: "How sot"
from the department the last vestige
Logy Bills "Why, it gits so warm dot • feller has
ter move.*
of what is known aet the anti-Polk
element. The charges against him
were: Causing a sergeant to make a
fake report on an election day dieturbance; putting an immoral officer
in the central dlettriet; allowing a serFIGHT WITH LW- geant to remain In the department
when he knew him to be an Immoral
ERYMAN WYNNE TULLY.
character.
(0outinued Front Page One.)
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People and
1741:3 ni Events

Some Are Suits
Others are Skirts Or Shift Waits.

NO matter what

they are, they will be included in our Summer
Clean-Up Sale, beginning tornorro* morning.

In

his sale shoppers will have a chance to buy new
fall garments for, less than the

regular,.prices

FRIDAY AND SATUil.DAY AT

Parties sending in accounts of social entertalnitienta will pleause sign
them, an The Sun will not publish
connetuuerations sent in that are not
slowed.
tliildren's Drill.
All children who are to tette part
in the chedren's features of the horse
show, will meet Saturday afternoon
at the park at 4:30 o'clock.
The
committee has arranged to give every child who takes any part in the
children's events of the show, a

317 Broadway

In Honor of Birthday.
In honor of the birthday o: Was
Eliza het n
Kirkland, Miss Susie
Thompson will entertain the younger society folk at her home on Broadway this evening.
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SILER FILES SUIT

papers stepped must notify our collectors or make their requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given to
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Fraternity buildlog.
-Our customers are our beet advertisers. Ask your neighbor. Bradley Bros. Phone 339.
-One load of our coal will make
you an advertiser for us. Bradley
Bros. Phone 339.

for

Chicago. 1.11.
Sept
21
George
eller, referee la the recent fight between Joe Gans and "Battling" Nelson, today filed suit in the superior
court against William Nolan, manager of NelsEn, and Nelson himself.
Biler claims damages to t•ho amount
of $5.000 because be alleges that Nolan and Nelson have been quoted as
saying that Oiler received money for
giving the decision In favor of Gans
and that his conduct as a referee was
dishoneet.

31%32110101•Neek

eetesO.

SPECIALS

A LITTLE WATER

SATURDAY, SEPT. 22

And a little work will make clean
clothes if Hart's O. K. Washing
Machine is used.

241b bag Pansy Patent Flour for 65c
A :lac Brass King Wash Board, 25c
Fancy Lemons, per dozen
35c
Sweet Orange*, per dozen •
2ec
3 packages Egg-O-See for
35c
3 nice Mackerel for
25c
2 packages Red Cross Spaghetti .16c
5 cans Potted Ham for
I5c
3 MlIchuer Herring for
10e
2 10c. bottles Extract for
16c
3 calls Heinz Raked Beans for
25t
2 packages Holland Rusk for
25c
2 package* Shredded Wheat 'Bis(Pull for
•
25c
2 packages Grape Nuts for
e5c
2 cans Royal Seal Oats for
95c
2 bottles Queen Olives for
2C,c
2It• can Fresh Muehrooms for
2ec
2 pint Jars Sweet Pickles fori
2ec
3 cakes Alligator Soap for ' 10.•
G cakes Octagon Soap for
25c
2 Tbs. Orange Cookies for
2.1c
2 14k. pkgs Dunham's Cocoanut . 15c
3 quart Jars Sorghum for
95c
3 quart Jars Apple Butter'for . 2-r.c
3 quart jars Jelly for
2ec

THE 0 1{1
is as simplc as the old wash
hoard and its principal is just
the same. Not being so harsh
on the clothes, it saves the
fabric and leaves the buttons on.

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO.

TODAY'S MARKETS

r.
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s. 1.\
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tab, Farley & Fisher, veterinary lourphone 932. New phone 690.
tiety to continue for seven games if
healthy appetite caused the death of
pany Today:
not decided sooner. The first three
newts
and dentists. Special facilities •
RENT
--Two
FOR
Local Markets.
furnished
room;
Percy Smith, the 8-year-old son of
2156-Sc human. Ada, 135 South
Ranieri are to be payed at Buffalo.
complete for light henseeeeping. have been provided for in constricting
Dressed Chickens-30c to 35e.
L. J. Smith of this city. The boy
4th.
Monday 'and Tiresdite
our new hos-ital which enables us to
Eggs-20c dos
went into the ,pantry last night to Then Sunday.
A , Mavnetd 1209 Jefferson.
2507 -Duke, Jito
treat all diereses of horses and dogs
in. gamer shift to Columbus. It is
Butter-20c lb
get a doughnut. He couldn't find It
FOR SALE-- One. biirse and tuiggY:
Road.
agreement that each
Id
the most modern manner. We have
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 70e.
Bargain
in the dark and struck a match. On provided in the
if geld at once. Address Z.,
1628 -Easley, C R.. 19th and
club shall use only the players who
a Mean, airy, senitary end up-to-date
Sweet Potatoes-Per bit. 75c.
this
the
&lee.
was
with
shelf
filled
a
Adams.
pan
gasoTh• latest exquisite creation
finished the championship season.
place and one that to complete in every
Country Hams- 15c. lb.
line which had been placed there at2252-Hester, 1. IS. 1414 FlourFOR RENT- Three unfurnished
of liaison Violet tproyounced
umpire!, one from the 'Eastern
Two
detail. We invite you to call and inGreen Sausage-8c. lb.
ter cleaning clothes. There was an
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rooms
for
housekeeping.
Ve-o-layi of Paris It has reApply
at
leagie rued one front (he American
spect our pare. Office and hospital,
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exploaiorr. Young Smith's clothing
2157--- Preenell, Gilbert. etcrir. 107 Monroe street.
ceived the sanctien of the
association, will be used. The re429 South Third street. Office phone
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Country
lb.
Caught fire and he was burned
1102 Jefferson.
to
most fashionable in
the
ONE N-1014'front. room for rent, old. 1343; new,
eelpts after the expenses of the um153; reeldenee. old
Lettuce-5c bunch
death.
Like other commodities telephone with all modern
fashion centres of Europe and
ronveniences. Gen- phone 1816.
pires' are deducted, are to be divided
Tomatoes---10c gallon.
service should be paid for according tlemen preferred.
Is sure to he popular here.
*Inquire
713
Ken.
60 per cent to the players of the
Peaches--45c basket.
Thoucande Killed by Snakes,.
THE AFIANT W. J. Forrest states
to its worth and value.
It is remarkable fer its pertacky avenue.
winning team and 40 per cent to
e
Beans-10c. gallon.
New York, Sept. 21.--A special
We have in the city over 1,000
mistency a., well as its mete,
that he did on the 17th day of SPIXflOUSic AND LOT for sale-- Lot
losing team. leach club In to pay it
Roasting Ears-lee dozen.
oable dispatch to the Time;'states
subscribers or five times as many as
refined bouquet
tember take up as stray one dark
40x168, four room house, 420 South
own traveling expenses.
Cantaloupes-20 to 40c dos.
that a statistfeal paper on Indiajust
the-. Independent company; outside
bay or brown mare about 10 years
12th.
Price
$500.
For
particulars see
Butterbeans--lete, quart.
tainted, shows that in 1904 there
the city and within the county we
about 13 hands high and about
old
Mrs. Lizzie Ray, 420 South 12th.
Celery-40c dozen.
To Drop oonleoltip.
were killed In that country by snakes
bave 63 times as many subscribers as
850
pounds marked
white on
FOR
it
-ENT
T-Up-to-date K-ve room sides saddle
and wild beasts 24.034 persons -Washington, D. C. Sept. 21 -- the Independent company. Yet we
marks, scar on right
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
21.9140 by snakebites. 726 by tigers. Former Senator James K. Jones, will place a telephone In your resi- cottage, 6e3 North Fourth. Inside thigh in fold, and appraised
be C
Wheat, 65c be.
899 by leopards and the rest by oth- twice chairman of the national Dem- dence at the tame rate the Independ- of house should be aeon to appreciate W. Emery at $100 and hereby made
Corn, 64c ha.
er animate. The number of cattle ocratic committee and manager of ent common. Is supposed to charge, it. E. R Dull. or J. W. Lockwood. of record and in the stable of W.
J.
Hay--From Jobbers to retail deal- killed was 99,592.
WANTIllooel cook immediate- Forrest' on North
both- campaign; for the presidency of and provide in addition, long distEighth street in
ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim,
The other side of the account %Wiliam Jennings Bryan has written ance facilities which will enable you ly. Good wages to right party. Ap- the city of Paducah. Ky. W. J. Forincorporated
$17: No. 1 Tim.. $16.50 No. 2 Tim.. shows that 45,146 snakes and
16.- Bryan advising him strongly to drop to reach fifty million people from ply to Mrs. Olgoander, 1221 Jeffer- rest, Subscribed and sworn to iy W.
1DRUOI.118T8
$16. Fancy northern clover $16 121 wild animals were killed.
son street.
the subject of government ownership tour home .
J, Forrest this 20th day of 5eptemFront country wagon. at public qualMa Muss 176
f ft1 ase trudge,.
of railroads and to take a firm stand
FOR SALE-11oloat-eo factory coo ber, 1906, t' 1V Emery, J. P.
Call 300 for further information
ity madlum to very poor, $9 to $17
Night Bell at Side Door.
Grumbling does 1144. hell, Yotiri in favor of the enforcement of the MAST .TENNESSEE. TELEPHONIC net Fifth and Clay streets. Padnoth.
per • to for Valous MIxteres.
growth in grace.
ases now on the Mature hooks.
Ky.. Apply to the Imperial Tobacco
COMPANY.
SYNNID• rot ybe woe.
__s

LOCilL LINES.

44

Honolulu, Sept 21 -The Japanese
training ship Anegawa is now anchored elope to the steamer Mongolia.
which is wrecked on a reef off Midway Island. NegOtlations are now iti
Progress between the °Myers of the
steamship cotnpan) and the Japanese
government to obtain the aid of the
Anegavot in floating the Mongolia.
The cable ship Restorer will leave
here at owe with supplies and wreck
Ins apparatus for the relief of the
Mongolia and pas-etigers.

5a0,000 Against Neleon
Ctahating (evoked Work.

&COO
317 Broadway

Training Ship of ihe Ntikado .tnehers
Clime to Wrecked Boat.
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601IPERS MAY QUIT LAND OF LIBERTY
POLITICAL GAME IS SWIThERLAND
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Vita:14e Park Casino

3
John

'Fake No Sensitive About Polities! PrePart svith Hist
rogatives There.

Mitchell Will
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4ap.pose Cant. Scjesice of Self lieserumeni carried
Oth..r Labia i
More N earl) to rerrectiou
paign 1'1mi. of tele Futteriktion
lif
There.
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OIGAR STAND5
11AV MEAN cov1PLETE CHANGE. sOME INcIDENTs

OE TYRANNY

High Class Vaulleville

Liberty!'

Zuri(- h, Sept. 21. --One who arrives in Switzerland after breathing
The 2,0(10 druggists who have united iii tIc N
I Cigar Stands
the a!r of anarchy ana assassination
Co., have won liberty for themeelvea and cigar
e;.:onutuy tor their
in Rusela for several weeks is entipublic.
tled to indulge in • certain amount
Baric•Li
Saturday, 10c to all
They have freed themselves from burtlamsome
te.aticei ea
of Moralizing on the biessIngs of
selling imposed by tbe old-fashioncil ca -tent
houbc. Citticii. co Se.
ts
ir di' tri,.siiu
liberty. The love of freedom, howwhich exacted from/owe to tizprolits bet v. cen
•
procui.
;•
r.
etree•Is oot the exclusive possession
11111They buy cigars as axe COTWIPX—ete N.::: l:l
of the Swiss. It is found In a greater
<.• , —
and ther,:by become r.otheientle peweti..: it
t scao
or less degree ever) where that the
gown their own brancis a-id control their re-,a
I:Litt...a:es.
children of
men abide, but in
SwItzeriand it has been
gratified
• •sr•,•....a.ss
more fully perhaps than anywheri
else, even more than In our own
(5;x:a'sr:Frpozbeseugge2usesursz.,.
.eacisma,
land of liberty. The distinction Is due'
and scils
Ilelre" to actual cost thz-at me. before posto our own fault-- to our habituall
sible, lecali.0 each store profits by :di tin:
advantIndifference to the precious rights
A
ages possessed by this central orzaeitation.
and privileges that heaven and the
The
saving effected by cutting out all the
revolutionary fathers have bestowed
rnielcilemen's profits is well represeeted in the
upon us. The Swiss have no such
follearing brands:
fault. They are extremely sensitive
concerning everything that affects
Pact and Whits—Seed-and-Havanai as good
a. w
ever bought at::: for 25c.
their political and civil prerogatives
Sc
and observe that eternal vigliance
Catha-Roini—Clear Havana ; Cuban.leaf, 3 fin
which we are told Is the price of
CONSCIENCE-STRICKEN.
5c
liberty.
Cellege
domestic cigar ever so.a -..t
The sturdy, serious character of
lie./• 11,..11.•.- In..,. Man
Who
6 far 25a
the Swiss IS illustrated
at Zurich
Says Re Disci ibutesi $2.,a0,00re
Stirling Castle—Fine, clear Havana cigar; 1'.'c. quallty
more accurately than at the summer
6c
--resorts in the Alps, where
. Jauadrede
La Walla— A choice dear liavisna in a 131111-1)tr t hiZCS at
Jeffereon
Mo.. Sept- 21.
of thousands of tourists--I presume
•
Declaring
his conscience demands
3 fe: 2Sc aad as
a million or more—come every sea'Chores rare mix Noititinal f..7.11gasr Sittursdes lri F5isciu4.z.eh at the followi
that he tvii what he knows about
nz
son and drop golden sovereigns and
and 'only tat thii.:ssis aitsantlas taittn Natisyrsof C.7.1,gisres bs obtril no.
dr
I:doodling operaeons in the St. Louis
O.
silver dollara Into the laps of the
• house of de:reeve.. W. H. Ritter, a
worthy burghers, not one of whom,
W.
former mealier of that body. has
be he rich or great or learned, is too
seat a letter to Goverdor Folk: Ritproud to accept a franc or even a
ter, who Is now tying in Denver,
taint:me front the haughty and trousion he
c..,1 ”:
.
.o,000 which he
blei.ome - travelers. It ss worth while
dietribuied among usesubers of the
for every American to come here and
-combine
R.. • ...ft St. Louis sudstudy the habits and methods of
denly when the boodie investigation
thee...people: Jo analyze this combistarted
(oar
was
‘vars ago and his
nation of thrift and pride and Indewhereabouts had I entrained a myspendence of the citizens of what le
411121111111116
131216111.
IffiffiniallkaalMS1
tery unit h.s bete- to the governor.
perhaps the best governed communi_
A telegram ate- o.te to Ritter asking
ty In hunien history,
printed in French, Ciermen aud ItalA Lively fissile,
him to collo. to St Louis at wive.
pt.if•Yily regulate these orgame,withSelf Govensesent.
tan. It is nee•saars to aave interpose .With that .std enemy or the rnee, ra. ,paln 'or
diecomfOrt, tac at al:
The science of self-governtnent term in the Swiss congress. and a: Const!pallow, often ends in Appeuda
Will Not submit.
dr:tag:its.
,
and
the
ideals
democracy
moat
of
every
village, towel and city cals. To geoid all serious trouble
have
New Yin k.
-21.--Harrf K.
Thaw. awaiting teal on a charge of been carried nearer to perfection has differen• ver-'one of - .s name. wIih F.nmarb. • Liver
-T=Calargrasaae:410/Wealdired=11111=~
Bowels; t
faretirt.-ee
Ir..:
at.'17 7,
having merrierel Architeet Stanford here than In any other natio:rt. At one lu
:;$: They
rettiord to undergo an exam- the same time it is surpr:sIng to see
ination by three idienlets whom tits the pride of anesiatry and jealousy of
reabeel took to the Toombs tMa'a 'fbt aortal position that continually Inthat purpose. The physe•tans were fringe upon the doctrines
equality
Charles C. Wavier. superintendetat of and fraternity. No people In the
the state hospital at' ElInghampton. world take more stock in social preN. Y.; Dr. Christi.n C. Del.g. super- cedence or in hurtle,- relationships.
intendent. and Dr D. D. Yans. Chief and oreasionally you will be shocked
ehys:eian of. the 'date hospael, Mor• at the mei*: tyranny and exciusive'P., first are always with you. The e-cr•iat . re with yoz only
nese of the aristocracy and the auris Plcins. N J
vi
)
. utt are earninargoei' ws,:as The chmaces—to spend
tocratic disposition
of the "lords"
N.0 !WM )
to)on later ta li!e if you to not use your
who
bear
no
titles,
but
hold
the,,
argentine
A
Wonder.
di.ne,....1„ •sv.r i.w Sta-t an 1,
,
- ilre at unce with 11.00
own
heads
much
higher
than they
The
that sand to Its credit
01'01 tr
ct-t.t intcr.st
make liu,
firs Salve a Rd- allow the peasants to do. Their chil- entiac a on'!.
I aired K. R. Mul- dren are educated in foreign countries;
their daughters get their garford. Wilma for the Patrons of
Husbandry, Vi'avtieboro, Pa.. of * ments from Paris, and they are as
dktressing cil F. of Piles. It heals the scrupulous concerning the matrimoworst Burns, Sore,, Roos, tamp. nial connections of their children as
Cats. Wounds ritihiains and Salt the ancient French nobility. They
have coats-of-arms upop their carRheum. Only
a. all druggists.
riages; piece them on their pews in
church and over the entrances to
their houses and on their note paper
and book piatr. You often hear of
tee311111•TiVela..
acts of ty many and intolerance also,
but the) have nothing to do with
polities. They Invariably Involve the
domeste relations or religion of the
Skating tierrnoen and nigh'
people, or are inspired by the eccleSixth and Broadway. Eagle's
siastics.
hall.
For example. the other day I read
about the mime: of the authorities
of a certain canton to lease the water power of one of its rivers to a
manufacturing concern because of
the opposition of the.clergy. When
the St. Bothard railroad desired to
make tive—littir—tawn of Altdorf, the
home of William Tell, its dlyleion
neadquartera and esiatilish rrpair
shops there, the authorities refused
to grant perrniselon for fear Protestant workmen might be brought into
the Catholic. tommunity. And ),-•
there is tio'land in which ncrwada! the refireeentatives of the different
religions faiths abide in greater
peace or Christian fellowship. The
Protestant
majority, representing
two-thirds of the population. and
DERR MRS. PINIMAN:—I ....Mewed a great deal during Change
of Life. For
eleven weeks I had hernorr'ars- and It made me so weak I was in bed for three weeks.
:he Croholle minority, embracing the
began
I
taking
Lyo.a F. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. although it was against
,ther third, are seldom disturbed by
my doctor's will and I hid t3 hIde I •. I took it regularly untll I had taken,five bottles.
,lifferencea.
and it brought me out all right, a perfectly strong. well woman. Any one cat, tell how
.
I
healthy I am by looking at my picture, and any one can write to me or my daughter
A Confederation.
II you place your order with
about our wonderful cures.
The early Swiss did not set up a
samerammewsweenanewereeeenersaswataimmunecummentet
ns you will be able to cackle
Mee F. M. MUSHRUM East Chicago, lad.
sovereign republic La we understand
with satisfaction, too, when
that word. Switzerland is not a reThe whole seCret of safety at this time of life is thorough
preparation liefore the
cold weather comes.
public: It is a confederation, a politiWe
change begins. Fortify the system with. a course of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable
ca; partnership of twenty-two councan send you nice bundled
Compound. This wonderful-medicine has carried thousands
cf
women
through
this
ties.
(Die little community and then
lcincUing tight along with
danger period.
three more established their Indeyour coal: Order now.
No puch helpful advice to women who are sick can be had
anywhere, as will be
pendence and defied the wrath of
received
free by addressing Mr:, Pinkham, Lynn, Mass. Mrs. Hnkhatn
tyranis, and then
their neighbors
is daughter-inlaw of Lydia E. Pinkham, and for twenty-five years.under
Joined from time to time-- repreftenher direction, and since her
decease, she has been advising sick women free of charge.
tam three races and two religions—
but united by common Interests and
common aspirations joined 'In a
common cause. Tffree Innactiagee are
or
•
still neeeesary to etpresa their
121-12-1N.'
.
thoughts. All official comment. are
Pliagarecen 7/47
sec
WashInetah
C , Sept. 21 --The
aanoureatio .•
hiade acre that John
h, .id el 11:e rudest Mine
Workers, a. ! et Like an active part
lo that wide a. , alipaign of the Federation of
Mr. Mitrio.,1 et. scheduled to deliver a number (it speeches in certain
,a. brut it is cow
district* in
learned that hu snll. not do so. He is
In Washlegtot. aoending the quarterly meeting of the exee.utive ceiuncil
tha federation
Politica has been
the principal matter under consideration. It la understood that differences have developed in the council
that may nit.mately reeul In Ole retiremeat of Bernie': (him .ra from
the presidency of the fork r.:Iion.
Mr. Mitchell and Vic* President
Duncan, it is stated, do not approve
of the campaign methods of Mr.
Gompers.
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Direct frqm the Big (ircuiis.

Ever,;National Cigar Stand
)
,Virtually. Produces Its Own Cigars

•
•
V
•

Daring Balloon
Assension .
And Free Band
Concert
At Wallace Park
Sunday, Sept. 23d.
Free to All.

Polk

B. McPHERSON, 335 Broadway.
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
J. D. BACON. Seventh and Jackson-Sts.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
PETT1TS RED CROSS PHARMACY. 12th and Trimble Sis.
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.

1

Chances to Spend
v,
Chances to Save

of

Change

LiFg

Mechanics nil
Farmers Savings Bank

••i

ECLIPSE

SKATING RINK

I. E. HIVENS, M gr.
- Admission 10o

This perfectly natural change
In a woman's life is too often accompanied by painful, distressing
symptoms due to female troubles
and slight irregularities in her delicate organism.
The woman who passes this
change without the development of
tumors, cancers, or chronic inviidIsm enters a new field of happiness
and usefulness in the domestic circle and in social activity. Hr physical system should receive—aw
• necessary assistance at this critical
period.
'

ZZI Broativay

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

lydiaE.PinichadsVegetableCompound
Is exactly suited to woman's needs at this time. It strengthens and,
cures all derangements of the female organism, it overcomes the hot
flashes and dizzy fainting spells, and all other distressing symptoms.

Reed Estate Agency.

1 Was in Bed for Three Weeks
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LAY IN YOUR GOAL

kF2,AIL, ESTATE PRICE,' LIST

Fraternity,Building.

Both Phones 835
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Farus;%. Fans,
VIZ FANS
For-

Both Phones 203

1 Johnston.Denker,
Coal Co.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Cures Where Others Fail
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DELEGATES NAMED rENGINEERS SEEK
FOR THE MEETING HIGHER SALARIES

A Trite Saying.
is is • trite saytag that no maa

st
stronger yhaq Isis stotnacks. Dr. Pierces
tioldeu 7ileatical Discovery *Stems% heus
the stomach -puts it in shape to make
pure, rich blood-helps the liver and
kidneys to etpel the pul.ons from the
body and thus cures both lit er and kidney troubles. If you 441{se this natural
blood purifier and tonic, you will assist
Six To Represent McCracken Will Meet in Chicago Next your system In manufacturing each day
Nice house cen
• pint of rich, red blood. that Is inc o'
AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE
County Tomorrow.
rating to the brain mid nerves. The
Work to Plan.
located, oil:,
trally
weak. nervous. rim
of -The Pride ef-Jenrilcudebilitated
eunditIon which
many people suffer
!nen, is Milian!. the ..tlert
.poi-ont in
•
the blood; it Is often tiatic,ited by pimping
CuPY RICH T.
1500.
BY
EGElltioN
CASTLE
IAwal lisisociatiou Etre( l• (Si l'hay
iyeati‘.• oil .1t
or
appearing
bolls
on the ‘k in, tile face
W
of Vole heCOttlf`S thill and
f•••10..ips
liltpsttjauiul Part its(Ression at
Frobis Wittneprg Through ChiDr. Pierce's 'Diecte .1'1% " Ores
bluud
Guthrie.
bumors as well as Is,
cago to \en
.11.4 a tonic that
makes ono •Igerous.orolig and blreeful„
it Is the only medicine put, up for sale WE .11tio: DolNii rm.: BUSINESS.
taro* diMaglAts for ilk.' purpeses that
dm
neither alcohol nor harmful
Oh, hove demure looked Mistress Kit- ; nof seek the brilliant wi1d
rti
W11,
thr
art,
habit- OrMill •'drugs. slid the only one,
ty! Spicer, s trifle yellow, became Sod all our happiness NM' each uteri-. SECOND ANNUAL roNVENTION TO Eisil•ALIZE THE WACE !SALE. eeery
ingred.ent of which tins tie. profes- made
to slat., anti
mitt. a tint.
effusive in cotigratulailous--cougratula- shell we not? LA, bow weleolue nay
Fine for privatc boarding
Mutual eudorscituetit of OH- leading misilcal lase lifting
suit.
writers of this country. Some of thr•e
limes which erre but coldly received by dear mother will make you at N'eruey
house
or for two families.
eodorsernents are poi:habili mu a little
Don't raise my word foo• if, jtio.f
his patruu.
Hall! It Itas always been her dream
book of extracts" front ,, tandard medical 1101;44 Mt. tritil;
Three blocks from BroadPaducah will be well reptietenied
Chicago, Sept.
for
out
tied
,our•elf.
Kitty." whispered Mr. Stsfrord that I should worry early and settle
I
The Trio,ne works and dill
e,,lit t:, :toy address
In the annual meeting of the Dark today says:
In Mistress helleire *hell-like ear, on the estate."
way and in good neigh.
on reoetpt
re.r.• .t therefor by All vuoirk guarituti,t1.
letterer
postai
cant,
Little shivers ran down Kitty's spine. Tobacco Growers' association, at
nO Dr. It.
"do you like thew so Mader green?
(leaning unit reptuiring dUllt• ill opA movement in the dIrectiou of V. "icree, Buffalo. a.air,..-.•ed
borly)od.
rent
Water
N. Y. It tell, just
Why. my dear, the huts chin is as "Is it your intention to live with your Guthrie, Ky., tomorrow, aud the
fol- higher wages, greater in scope than what Dr. Pierce"- 'mete-hies are Made of. to-slate style. l'allcot tor ej441
Ot
pad.
Ring
834
r
toil
nietber
when you are married?" she lowing
alitooth as your own. What pleasautry
will go from here as dele- any. demitud previously made by the 'The •Words of Praise" for the several
Ingrrsilitirts of %Illicit lir. Pierce's medifaltered, iud leaned weakly against the
Is this'!"
Breadtaisy.
gates of the county organization:
operating etnpkyyea of the railroads, cines are cornix,sed. by leadem in all the
. K.itty scraped her little ('sit and, inert arm.
ievrral ilehoul• of on•lical practice, and
Messrs, Clarence Brown, Charles wi:1 be Initiated in Chieago
5411.41‘10N.
Enthusiastically he cried that the best
next week fecomosendlue them for the elan. tif the
hang her head. Mistress Kitty coy!
And you pour tunovent with his air of of mother.' and he could never be (1:aham, Z. C.. Graham, Gus Veal, by the Brotherhoof Locotuot!ve disease* fog whteh the ^Golden 3lisdical
lin...every • la advised, should have far
Charles Hall, of Paducah: J. W. Engineers.
proprietorehip-'IWMil a most humorous parted long.
south Third:
more weight witli tie" sick and afflicted
"Ob. how you will lore her!" he said, Morton, of Grahamvilie. and *. 0.
spectacle:
Tho engineers aim to embrace ev- than ady amount of the so-culled uoti- Suits 1 11.14/1441.
*WI delf•Prell.
medals"so eonspicuously neunted before
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Lancaster, Ky.. Sept. 21 -Ram
The John S. Hopkins) did not ar- and Jones Simpson,
dence. They found that the woman
brothers, and
Chltdren's Matlsee.
had been married or been a mother rive until last night from Evansville. curt Rase are under arrest here
to
Manager Ma:one hiss announced a
end that she had sworn adversely to the %liter being so low that slow day charged with the murder
of special children's matinee
for school
this In police and circuit court. The speed had to be made. The Hopkins LIMNS Casey and
Nathan
Taylor. children at the park
tomorrow afterwill
now Ile up. The Henry Harley The charred bodies
attorne)n showed ?hat Cooper bad
of Casey and noon
at 3 o'clock. The program will
been misrepresented and by agree- left inimedlateily in the Evansville Tav:or were found in
the ruins of consist
of vaudeville, animal .circus
trade
ment the judgment was set asuie
Casey's home, which
burned
last and moving pictures. Speciai prices
The marvelous escape of the Hoary Sunday night.
and. Cooper r.lea-ed from custody.
East and the Situp
will obtain.
Harley from total destruction by fire sons will be
Chi Vetoes.
held to await the result
Wednesda
y night is Mill a sublet
`In the. calk. of M lion Mills against
'
. of of the coroner's inquest, which wit.
-H.tHMELING, Tut.: T.Nillatti.
W. J. smooth and others, • Judg- conversation among river men
be held Saturday.
le SHOWING COMPLETE LINK OF
The R. Douglas arrived out of the
meet for sale wan tiled
St ITl'S, TH4it'KEItING14, 0VEltta the (liable of John hock, assignee, Tennessee river yesterday afteiramis
• s
Card of Thanks.
tviATINtg4 Al) VEsTINGS. l'OrK
'palest the Padueah Towing coot- with a 'tow of ties.
To Rime who so cheerfully and EARLY INSPEATION
REHM(T.
The pleasure boat -Hope" with .a
petty, a report was filed.
patiently esichtt-d us in the care of
81().1CITE1). TrAll4M,‘R.
In the cameo( W. A. Gardner party from Toledo. 0., .s at the our beloved son
and brut her, and min. MY AT 4204 BROADW
AY.
ageism Jessie M Ware. a junIgment wharf this morning. The Hope is SO htered
unto Ivo' during his last sickfeet
long by 12 feet wide. The gasoof sale was filed
ness, we extend our grateful thanks
NOTICE.
line' engines have 14 horse power.
and kindest wishes. praying God's
The annual meeting of the stockhas
twin
She
screw
propellers.
Admitted to Ball.
richest blessings upon them. Mr. lied
holders of the Langstaff-Orme ManuCaPt. 0. M. Hepburn is owner mut
In the matter of 4'J-tiro Anderson.
Mrs. June Sanders anti famil
facturing company will be held at
charged with The murder of John la command. He Ss aectitupenied by
their office at Paducah. Ky., on
Mix, the defendant was allowed ball his wife and daughter, Miss Ruth.
-mosey for the Horse ailhow will
19th day of October, 1906.
which was fixed at 85,0110. He offer- One son. Mr R. B. Hepburn is chief be sold
at auction In the lobby of the,
H W. RANK IN. Sec. and Tre:ied John LUCA, the spoke man, as engineer. He is menaced by Mr. Ed- Palmer, Holiday
evening. September
surety and the court stated that he 14'Ord Corker. This t,ot :III Oh a leis- 24th,. at ti
o'clock.
Ilabiesars roe 'Me Sea.
would look into the matter. The, urely trip with Nevi Orleans as the
destinatio
n,
fficonosuy
of apace !.
court Intimated that thisisond would
worked to a finish Oel the neat eiii,
be suScicht.
The following ,prinoners were sea- has•capaeity of Ii liersonii.
fall
nee
rise
fall
rise
loll
hie
stkl
rim
fall
fall
fan
fall
fail

•

•

II

•

tensed this inoraIng; Lena Jackson.
colored, attempted arson, one year:
James Van Hook,
Williams, colored. robbery, eight years each, Will
Tucker. colored.
house-breaking.
three years; Joe King, colored, maliclou• shooting, four years.

Wachs/ jeorevaste.
The Ohio at Evanavtle and
M.
vermin, will continuo falling di
the next 24 hours. At Padurai
Cairo, will continue failing dur
the next two days.
The Tennessee at Florence. w ,
continue ricng during the net.
hours. At Johnsonville. not
change during the next 24 hours.
The Missieeippi from Chester
slightly above Cairo, will 'rise daa.i .
the next 24 hours

Shortest Tees.
Grace Bennett. colored, got the
lightest penitentiary term
of the
session. She was tried this morning
by a limiest Jury and given three
months Is the pinetenUare ter attempted arson. Shu Is alleged
to
Tobacco Barn Burned.
have engaged with Lena Jackson tn
Mayfied. K) .
attempting to set fire to the house or
Matto. Martin on West Washington night, M. Less Marshal, living
Pottsville, lost his tobacco Mani
street.
flre containing about 1.4soii site ,
which would have weighed about r
Almost Pak' Out.
,00.0 pounds. It is said Mt
.
A. E. Boyd, aseignee in the case of
John J. Blotch. was releas.ed yester- had no insurance and his
day RIelell lacked but a few cents of ta4. He has the sympathy of his
beightiors and. friends
Paying tIs debt. dollar for dol;ar.
-Boxes for the Horse Show will
Deed:. Flied.
be aold at auction in the lobby of the
Andrew P. liamtiiirh to R. R ('artPalmer. Slontley evenins. 1. member
!t', property in Balaban addinon,
21th, at it il'irlOCIL
t .' 42.
II. D. Therm:in to John PhIlloy.
tinter 1. l'es. Tbe baw.
PnenertY in the Therman addition
$160.
'41P'
Wan. A Hicks to R. Holt, property
In the meet,. 001.
Court Notes.
The property of J. H. Price, deceased, was today ordered sold at
-pubbe entery at the court house by
the administrator.. J..: 2_ Marcia-MATLOtllini REWARD.
Will Iterehe 101511 for capture of
JJ1111lee Graham.
This morning in circuit court Detective T. J. Moore made a motion i
court to allow F. M. Matlock $1. '
against the state for the capture of
James Graham who got a life sentence for murdering Claude 11,314/4
The ciains will he allowed. Matlock
picked the boy up within a half hour
after he had struck town.
Mr. Alien Jorgenson, of the Fulton. Illinois Central
dispatching
force. Is v.el, ng In the city today.
BIEDEICSIeN's

60c

Groceries
Pure goods so essenttal to
good hesIth are the cheapest here always

22.e

stlect a suit or

overcoat at

Wallerstein
'
s.

in America arc here, and it becomes therefore a
matter of taste with you. If we carried but one or two
lines then it
.'would be a problem to find what your mind might fancy
But with
everything good to choose from, your work is simplifi
ed. The
greatest store in the world can rot limit its operations to any one
class. Its
manifest duty is to please all classes and this naturally explains its
greatness.
The vast vat iety of fall suits and overcoats now on display tells the
story of
Wallerstcin's supremacy better than words can do it.

sack

65c

Nice Smokel Rillng paean, pound
______...... IOC
Saner Kraut, new and fresh, quart
5c
Big basket Concord Grapes
24C
Ice Cream Salt for Cleary, 25 lbs. for
20C
Floor, finest of straight grade, sack ..
.........-60C
Country Sorghum, galloon
50C
Coffee, cream quality Java and Moan,2 lbs.
___-50C
U S. Soap, no big bars
25C
Nice new Pickles, dozen .....
1 OC
Fancy Table Syrup, quart can
1 OC
Cr spa Crackers, 3 abs.
25C
Coffee, Santos, fresh roasted, pound
...-- 1 5C
Big t2 lb. sack of Flour, special_
-...._.-....45C

isn
'
t a difficult tnatter to

All the best makes

Selected bard
wheat. 24 lb.

1

A pleasing feature of our display of fail suits is the special
line of silk mixed all woe I
worsteds and cheviots at the price of pr5 oo, The general and detailed
excellence of these
suits will fi id favor fur them at once, and they will be a string
permament feature of this
establishment. They are made especially to our order by
houses of unquestioned skill.
The colors are plain black, check worsteds and piald cheviots Examine
them
and see how much v.elne is given at

$15

J••••••••

Other prices in snits range from 117,50 to $25,

Atterbury System snits, known and acknowledged to be the
best and most refined
ciothes of the period, range in price from 1122 50 totter. They are the
type to please the
most particular dressers and are all made on the custom tailor plan
-individuality. Atter:
bury System Saha hare gained a gt eat Hilo% ing in Paducah, and t4asi'
models for this fall
-vett add materially to-thellst.

Notth'sArk Variety Store
Ped
SOUTfITT515
ME 4 AND BOY
0

10 Per Cent Discount on All Purchases, Account of Extensive Alterations

3'1 AND BROAD WAY
PADUCAH, in!„

HILE in New York recently it was my good fortune to secure
an r terra nice assortment of
factory samples in French and Austria China at less than
half their regular value This
line consist- of Bread and lin'ter Plates, Dinner and Breakfast
Plates, Round and Oval Salads,
Celery Trays, Fruit Saucers, Cratker Jars, Chop Dishes, Covered
Dishes, Pitchers, etc. The
decorationa are beautiful and the line must be seen to he
appreciated. This collection will appeal to every one, but especially to collectors of fine china, and
being manufacturers' samples,
we were able to mark the price exceeding low. Come and take a
look whether you wish to buy
or not Don't wait until some one else gets the piece you were iooking
for.

W

EstablioThed 1868

SPECIAL
front and making general improvements and are
badly in need of room,
and will give 10 Per Cent Discount on any and all purchase
s (above china excepted),
in order to make room for new goods arriyirg daily.

New Bauer Kraut.

Now 1140004 jtaisins.

T

Flour

Cranberries, per quart

Spaniel) Oeloss.

Clothes That Are fiood

Neat Eye Glasses

We are putting in a new

DINNER.

Xlee Sweet Oranges
Plums and l'renes.

Attu- burp bpstem

Both Phones 805. 113 S. Second St.
Sugar
10
Nun is

!NO

'ny tie

THE GREAT SOUTHERN TEA 86 COFFEE CO.

ANNUAL SALE OF FINE CHINA-

141CNIDAY

Grapes, per basket

(oppt tgbt

NOAH'S ARK VARIETY STORE
319 BROADWAY

•

Add to the appearance when properly
fitted to the face. We boodle all the
latest makes, including Peerless onepiece mountings," "Shur-On" and
"Fox Lasso Guards." L,et us show
you the different styles
EVES EXAMINED FREE.

Steinfeld Optical Co.
PPtical.Headquorte
of Paducah.
i*Soe Holt twat.
Open Seta dsy Nights

Gaetk. *ad Kosher sinte.me•

